1974—Saddest words on mortal tongue: They are going to TRY-TRY-AGAIN (as did KD&A).

1975—still digging the Key #73 Circus Wagon out of the Ditch. FROM was found LYING among the RUINS of his own SPECULATIONS as he RAMMED his Motor-Cycle against a Brick-Wall! They BURIED him!

1980-1981—WILSON-COE (Lawyers of: "FORUM") are going to PRETEND they are OPPOSED to FORD-COTTRELL-REA-HEPPENSTALL and the TALMUDIC ILLUMINATI as they put the Show back on the Road! We are (STILL) "GOING THROUGH!"
AS WE FACE THE OMEGA OF ADVENTIST APOSTASY OF SM 7:294-5.
AND THE DEVIL'S "UNIVERSALISM" TRAIN OF EMO 88:263 ====
we can use a: "GOOD SLOGAN!"

Since REA=FORD=BRINSMEAD=DURST=EVA=HAMMILL=WILSON=COTTRELL=COE=HEPPENSTALL=and 1,000 other Adventist Leaders have
gone into their: "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" = and since we have
been WARNING for 50 years that "MRS. WHITE" did NOT place
such INFALLIBILITY and PRE-DESTINATION on the Adventist
Leaders as their FROOMS and HOUTEFFS draped upon them-
selves = and since we have 50 DIVINE PREDICTIONS that she
made = (When they claim she made: "NO PROPHETIC INTERPRE-
tATIONS = NO, NOT IN A SINGLE CASE!") = these 50 DIVINE
PREDICTIONS made by her as to what THEY would =DO!
DO WE HAVE REASON = TO BELIEVE HER =
MORE = OR LESS?

Since we knew LONG AGO = and saw it in the ORIGINAL TESTI-
MONIES = again and again = and since URIAH SMITH took it
OUT! = again and again = (OUT of the ORIGINAL "BLACK"
Books = not the ERSATZ "RED" Books = in which EVERY PAGE
has been CHANGED! [To obtain NEW COPYRIGHTS! They even
CHANGED "BIBLE" verses! Those people will not Stop at
ANYTHING! They will yet do EVERYTHING that the JEWS DID=
that CRUCIFIED CHRIST!] Yes! she saw that ALSO! TM 77-9.
"Because those who were ONCE the Depositaries of Truth
became UNFAITHFUL to their sacred Trust, the Lord CHOSE
OTHERS... And then these LEADERS... ACT=LIKE=MEN=WHO=HAVE=
LOST=THEIR=REASON!" TM 69,70. ST 4:62. GC 607.

SINCE THE "CURSING" = of MORAL BEHAVIOURISM=WORKS=LEGALISM=EFFORT=BUILD=WILL=CHARACTER=by HUDSON and
his Cage of Awakening MONKEYS. "MONKEY SEE=MONKEY DO!"
MONKEY HIGH-WIRE ACT of BRINSMEAD =
MONKEY TRAMPOLINE FLIP-FLOP of WRIGHT =
MONKEY BICYCLE ACT of PESTES, with RADER in the RUMBLE
SEAT = with the MONKEY JARNES furiously playing on the
HOT KEYS of the STEAM ORGAN = with RUE trying to catch
the GREASY-PIG at this CIRCUS = with DURST-SMITH furious-
ly FIDDLING the HOE-DOWN for this WESTERN LAODICEAN
"LAST ROUND-UP" CAROUSAL. EXACTLY as she PREDICTED =
even giving us the CHORUS and VERSE! COUNT=THE=SCORE!
In SM 2:...the first 118 pages. FIND ANOTHER: "MOVEMENT"
shall come! GC 464 and the Grand "COUNTERFEIT" comes
FIRST = with no: "GENUINE" around! See what they will be
Teaching = GC 464-473,443-445,606-608. [Now turn to the
Back-page as we continue = p.70.]
Dear Sr. Compton:

About 10 days back you phoned asking about the: "DAILY." Meaning, of course = that some will "Deny the DAILY." This is obviously one of the SIGNS of the VERY END. This has to do with the SEALING. Let us see if this is so:

"Yet the END shall be at the time appointed...and he shall do exploits...and have INDIGNATION against the Holy Covenant...and THEY shall POLLUTE=THE=SANCTUARY, and shall TAKE=AWAY=THE=DAILY=SACRIFICE, and THEY shall place the ABOMINATION that maketh DESOLATE.

"And such as do WICKEDLY against the COVENANT shall he corrupt by FLATTERIES; but the people that DO KNOW their God shall be STRONG, and do EXPLOITS. And they that UNDERSTAND...but many shall cleave to THEM with FLATTERIES. And some of them of UNDERSTANDING shall FALL ...even to the TIME=OF=THE=END...

"And at that Time shall MICHAEL stand up, the great Prince which standeth for the children of Thy people: and there shall be a TIME=OF=TROUBLE, such as never was since there was a Nation even to that same Time: and at that Time Thy people shall be delivered, every one that shall be found WRITTEN=IN=THE=BOOK...

If this is not the SEALING = what is it?

"Many shall be PURIFIED, and made WHITE, and TRIED; but the WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY: and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE=SHALL=UNDERSTAND.

"And from the Time that the DAILY SACRIFICE shall be TAKEN AWAY, and the ABOMINATION that maketh DESOLATE set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days.

"Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days.

"But go thou thy way till THE END be: for thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at THE END of the Days."

I should have also included the following. 11:30 =

"therefore he shall...have indignation against the HOLY COVENANT: so shall he do; he shall even return, and have INTELLIGENCE with them that FORSAKE=THE=HOLY=COVENANT."
SOMETIMES a Question like this is raised in a certain area, or among a certain Group. And those of us a Thousand miles away have never heard of it = and this comes like a Shock. And for the Moment – we cannot give a sensible Reply. Rather than say the WRONG thing = we rather say NOTHING.

DANIEL 8:14 belongs here. And all of Chapter 8,9. "Now I am come to make thee UNDERSTAND what shall befall THY PEOPLE in the LATTER DAYS." Daniel 10:14. RDB wrote a Book called: "REVELATION." He represented that as covering ALL of DANIEL and ALL of REVELATION. But when he came to Daniel 9 = he by-passed that with a Hop-Skip-and a Jump. WHY? Because he knew he would NEVER be POPULAR if he explained this:

"O Lord, according to all thy RIGHTEOUSNESS, I beseech Thee, let thine ANGER and thy FURY be turned away from thy City JERUSALEM, thy holy mountain: because FOR OUR SINS (RDB made SURE he would not deal in: "OUR SINS!")

"And for the INIQUITIES of our fathers, JERUSALEM and THY PEOPLE are become a REPROACH to all that are about us.

"Now therefore, O our God, hear the prayer of Thy servant, and his supplications, and cause Thy face to shine upon THY SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE, for the Lord's sake.

"O my God, incline thine ear, and hear; open thine eyes, and behold our DESOLATIONS, and the CITY which is called by Thy name..." Daniel 9:16-18.

No, BRINSMead did not want to "EXPLAIN" the "DESOLATIONS" of Thy "CITY" and Thy "SANCTUARY" and much of this could not be seen or explained (as one Preacher said) until the last two years. But those that were WISE – saw it LONG AGO = yet the UNBELIEVERS did not see the CITY would come down. "Not one Stone would remain on another" = and the Message of God then and now = "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" The WISE do just that....

ONE VERSE that should NEVER be forgotten (else they will get you down!) is WHY do they not UNDERSTAND? With all the Talk of RIGHTEOUSNESS being only OUTSIDE of us = and even after life is over = or at the SEALING of those found: "WITHOUT SPOT OR WRINKLE OR ANY SUCH THING!" "HERE ARE THEY THAT KEEP....."

It is interesting to put two and two together = it is abundantly clear why they do not UNDERSTAND = "The WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY: (and therefore) NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND." Daniel 12:10.

RIGHTEOUSNESS is determined by what we DO - not what we PROFESS. "FAITH ALONE" is CONDEMNED in GC 471-2.
He that has no WORKS = has no FAITH.  GC 472.

BABYLON will be CONDEMNED because of her "WORKS!"

"COME OUT OF HER, MY PEOPLE, that ye be not partakers of her SINS, and that ye receive not of her PLAGUES..."

"REWARD her even as she rewarded you, and DOUBLE unto her DOUBLE according to her WORKS..." Rev. 18:4,5.


"And I saw a Great White Throne...and the dead were JUDGED...according to their WORKS...and they were JUDGED EVERY MAN according to their WORKS." Rev.20:11, 12,13.

"And there shall in no wise enter into it anything that defileth. neither whatsoever WORKETH ABOMINATION, or maketh a LIE, but they which are written in the Lamb's Book of Life." Rev. 21:27.

_________________________________________________________

DANIEL obviously deals with "THE TIME OF THE END." Therefore it deals with the SEALING. "Here are they that KEEP...". This is the Time to: "make an END of SINS." And whether BRINSMED=HEPPENSTALL=PAXTON=FORD or ROY A,ANDERSON think the LAW can be kept or not:

"O Lord, the great and dreadful God, keeping the COVENANT and MERCY to them that love him, and to them that KEEP his Commandments." Daniel 9:4.

_________________________________________________________

IN A TIME WHEN: "Thy SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE."9:17.

_________________________________________________________

BALLENGER was washed from the Hog-Wallow of UNENDING TORMENT in HELL. But when he preferred TALMUDISM and WAGGONER to ELLEN WHITE and the Teachings of LUTHER = who rightly classified the BLASPHEMY of: "The SHAMEful IMPEACHMENT of the wisdom and justice of God...Martin LUTHER classed it with the "MONSTROUS FABLES that form part of the Roman DUNGHILL of DECRETALS." GC 549.

_________________________________________________________

When BALLENGER went BACK to the HOG-WALLOW of HELL TORMENT = that should have been enough for any who: "UNDERSTAND!" what Side he chose = yet FORD honors him (as does SPECTRUM) = as a: "Man of God!" (They do the same with Billy Babylon Graham and Spurgeon.)

_________________________________________________________

The contemporary modern Adventist IGNORES the Teachings of the BAAL-PRIESTS = and take them to their Bosom = yet claim they give the:"ELIJAH MESSAGE!"
"They that forsake the law PRAISE the WICKED." When those who are UNITING with the World, yet claiming great purity, plead for UNION with those who have ever been OPPosiERS of the cause of Truth, we should SHUN THEM as decidedly as did Nehemiah. Such counsel is prompted by the enemy of all good. It is the SPEECH of TIME-SERVERS, and should be resisted as resolutely to-day as then... God's true servants work with a determination that will not fail, because the Throne of GRACE is their constant dependence." PK 660.

"In the work of REFORM to be carried forward to-day, there is need of men who, like EZRA and NEHEMIAH, will not palliate or excuse SIN, nor shrink from vindicating the honor of God. Those upon whom rests the burden of this work, will not hold their peace when wrong is done, neither will they cover EVIL with a CLOAK of FALSE CHARITY...God's REMNANT people, standing before the World as REFORMERS, are to show that the LAW of God is the FON- DATION of all enduring REFORM...In clear, distinct lines they are to present the necessity of OBEDIENCE to ALL the precepts of the Decalogue...They are the REPAIRERS=OF= THE-BREACH." PK 675,678. RH a5:387. T5:475. EV. 234.

IT IS ACKNOWLEDGED by anyone with any UNDERSTANDING of PROPHECY = that many things are DUAL in their application. This the Adventist will not want to hear = and will go by the URIAH SMITH BOOK = your GC and NOT by the ORIGINAL 1884 "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" #(4).

"More than a MILLION of the people were SLAUGHTERED... THE JEWS had forged their own fetters...had caused the PROTECTION of God to be withdrawn from them...when men pass the LIMITS ("LOVE UNLIMITED?") the LIMITS of Divine forbearance, that RESTRAINT is REMOVED...to REAP that which they have sown. Every ray of LIGHT rejected, every warning DESPISED or UNHEEDED, every passion INDULGED, every transgression of the LAW of God, is a SEED sown, which yields its unfailing HARVEST.

"The Spirit of God, persistently resisted, is at last WITHDRAWN from the sinner, and then there is left NO POWER to CONTROL the EVIL PASSIONS of the soul, and NO PROTECTION from the malice and enmity of Satan. THE DE- STRUCTION of JERUSALEM is a fearful and solemn WARNING to all who are trifling with the offers of DIVINE GRACE, and turning away from the pleadings of DIVINE MERCY." 1884 GC 36-7.

THE JEWISH LEADERS as the CHURCH LEADERS of Today - also
promised (As they also did in the Days of Noah) = "LOVE UNLIMITED!! It is truly surprising (or rather "ASTOUNDING!!") how EASILY they can lead the flock astray.

By handing them sweet NOTHING = and causing them to Rest in CARNAL SECURITY! in that UNHOLY CITY.

"The Saviour's prophecy concerning the visitation of JUDGMENTS upon JERUSALEM is to have ANOTHER FULFILLMENT, of which that terrible scene was but a FAINT SHADOW." 1884 GC 37. (Your Book p.36.)

"What a lesson is this to men holding positions of responsibility to-day in the Church of God! What a solemn WARNING... (LOVE UNLIMITED?) There is a LIMIT beyond which the JUDGMENTS of Jehovah can no longer be delayed. THE DESOLATION of JERUSALEM in the days of Jeremiah is a SOLEMN WARNING to modern Isreal." PK 416-7. (Same-T4:167.)

"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" "The message of the Lord to Judah was: "He that remaineth in this City shall DIE by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE: but he that goeth forth to the Chaldeans shall LIVE...Plain and positive were the words spoken..."This City shall surely be given into the hand of the king of BABYLON'S ARMY, which shall take it." PK 455.

(And of 20 others - here is one more) = "JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH will be if it refuses to walk in the LIGHT that God has given." T8:67.

SOMEHOW - the Ministers do not find such References - or if they do = they HURRIEDLY read on - THIS was NOT what they were looking for....

AND SO WITH THAT = back to Daniel = Who is the "LITTLE HORN" of Daniel 8:9? The SAME as of Daniel 7:8 = ??? ROMANISM = ??? Or could it be ADVENTISM = ??? Those in the GREATEST LIGHT go into the GREATEST DARKNESS! The ROMANS did not CRUCIFY their Lord - until THE CHURCH = demanded it! "It is expedient that ONE MAN die = that the NATION perish not." But it did not save the Nation = they died also. And the Blood of Christ today will not save ONE who goes by the FORDS = BRINSMEADS = WRIGHTS = who find:"JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" clear OUT in the OUTER COURT.

WORSE THAN BABYLON! They have not fallen that LOW!
THE ORIGINAL BOOK = THE ORIGINAL WARNING =
"As He warned HIS DISCIPLES of Jerusalem's DESTRUCTION,
giving them a SIGN of the approaching RUIN that they
might make their ESCAPE, SO He has warned HIS PEOPLE=
HIS PEOPLE= HIS PEOPLE= of the day of final DESTRUCTION
and given THEM SIGNS of its approach, that all who will
may FLEE from the WRATH to come...when RELIGIOUS LEADERS
are magnifying the WORLD'S PROGRESS and ENLIGHTENMENT,
(FORD and BRINSMED going BACK to the HOLY HELL PORK
PRIESTS of BABYLON = sitting at their feet = FROOM and
ANDERSON giving them "MINISTERIAL CREDITS" and HIRING
the BABYLONISH DEGREED "HEPPENSTALLS" = and now the
NEWS REPORT in the LOMA LINDA "UNIVERSITY OBSERVER" that
ELDER BRYAN J. MERSHON has completed a "MASTER'S DEGREE
IN PSYCHOLOGY" at the U.S. INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY in
San Diego = and is one of a "SELECT GROUP" to embark on
a 6-year professional Training career at "FULLER Theo-
LOGICAL SEMINARY" in Pasadena =)

(THE CHURCH openly ENCOURAGES so-called: "ADVENTISTS"
to go to these BAAL-PRIEST INSTITUTIONS = to come back
and bring their: "HAY=STUBBLE=FALSE COIN= and RUBBISH"
to indoctrinate Adventists in some Church is BAD ENOUGH =
but they bring such TRAINED SEALS into the CEMETARY!)

(To spoil the young Ministerial hopefuls = ROTTEN! We
have enough examples besides FORD - TODAY!) EW 82-3.

"In amazement they hear the TESTIMONY that BABYLON is
THE CHURCH, fallen... THE CHURCH appeals to the strong
arm of CIVIL POWER (LAWYERS of FORUM-SPECTRUM) = and in this
work PAPISTS are solicited (by SOLICITORS!) to come to the
help of PROTESTANTS..." 1884 GC 424-5.

"I saw the NOMINAL CHURCH and NOMINAL ADVENTISTS, like
Judas, would betray us to the CATHOLICS to obtain their
influence to come against the Truth. The Saints will then
be an OBSCURE PEOPLE, little known to the CATHOLICS."

IS IT NECESSARY TO 'EXPLAIN' THE ABOVE = ???
Or should you read it TWICE = to get the SENSE of What
it is saying = ???. Many read these Papers 6 Times!

PLAINLY that Reference at the Top of this Page =
says BELIEVERS = the REMNANT = will FLEE from the ABOMI-
NATION that maketh DESOLATE. Can you read anything else
into it = ???
URIAH SMITH CAN = !!!

FACT (1)= the 1884 GC on page 38 = informs us in as clear Language as it can be Written = "HIS PEOPLE" will FLEE for their Lives = !!!

FACT (2)= URIAH SMITH erased the Truth that "HIS PEOPLE" will FLEE = that God has: "WARNED HIS PEOPLE" = has been CHANGED in your "URIAH SMITH" GC to read: "SO HE HAS WARNED THE WORLD!" Your GC 37.

FACT (3)= what is the Idea behind this DECEPTION = ???
THE INFALLIBLE=PREDESTINATED CHURCH = does not have to "FLEE!!" = but: "THE WORLD" must FLEE = INTO=THAT=CHURCH! So the Jews believed also. Who is Right = ???

THE ADVENTIST LITTLE HORN =
"And out of one of them came forth a LITTLE HORN... and it cast some of the host and of the stars to the ground, and stamped upon them.
"Yea, he magnified himself even to the Prince of the host, and by him the DAILY SACRIFICE was taken away, and the place of His SANCTUARY was cast down.
"And a host was given him against the DAILY SACRIFICE by reason of TRANSGRESSION, and it cast down the Truth to the ground; and it practiced, and prospered.
"Then I heard one Saint speaking, and another Saint said unto that certain Saint which spake, How long shall be the vision concerning the DAILY SACRIFICE, and the TRANSGRESSION OF DESOLATION, to give both the SANCTUARY and the host to be trodden underfoot?" Daniel 8:9-13.

THERE SEEMS TO BE ONE SIN ABOVE ANOTHER =
of which His people are Guilty = what is it = ??? This is: "IN THE LATTER TIME...when the TRANSGRESSORS are come to the FULL..." Daniel 8:23.

THE LITTLE HORN = the ANTICHRIST =
"Let no man deceive you by any means: for that Day shall not come, except there come a FALLING AWAY FIRST, and that man of Sin be revealed, the son of PERDITION.
"Who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called God, or that is worshipped; so that he as God sitteth IN THE TEMPLE OF GOD, shewing himself that he is God...Even him, whose coming is after the working of Satan with all POWER and SIGNS and LYING WONDERS..."

"And for this cause God shall send them STRONG DELUSSION, that they should believe a Lie; That they all might be DAMNED who believed not the Truth, but had pleasure in UNRIGHTEOUSNESS." 2 Thess. 2:3-12. -8-
"Son of man, say unto the Prince of Tyrus, Thus saith the Lord God; Because thine heart is lifted up, and thou hast said, I AM A GOD, I sit in the SEAT OF GOD, (in the vacated FIRST APARTMENT. EW 56.) in the midst of the Seas; yet THOU ART A MAN, and not God, though thou set thine heart as the heart of God...

"Behold, therefore I will bring strangers upon thee, the TERRIBLE of the Nations: and they shall draw their SWORDS against the beauty of thy wisdom, and they shall defile thy brightness.

"They shall bring thee down to the Pit, and thou shalt die the deaths of them that are slain in the midst of the Seas.

"Wilt thou yet say before him that slayeth thee, I am God? but thou shalt be a MAN, and NO GOD, in the hand of him that slayeth thee...

"Therefore I will cast thee as profane out of the Mountain of God: and I will destroy thee, O COVERING CHERUB.. Thou has defiled thy SANCTUARIES by the multitude of thine iniquities...Therefore I will bring forth a FIRE from the midst of thee, and I will bring thee to ASHES upon the earth in the sight of all them that behold thee.

"All they that know thee among the people shall be astonished at thee: thou shalt be a TERROR, and never shalt thou be any more." Ezekiel 28:2,7-9,16-19.

EZEKIEL 28:
"I was shown that in these LAST DAYS there will arise many deceptive doctrines...I ask our people to study the 28th. chapter of Ezekiel. The presentation here made, while it refers primarily to LUCIFER, the fallen angel, has a yet broader significance. NOT=ONE=BEING, BUT=A=GENERAL=MOVEMENT, is here described, and one that we shall witness..." Series B, No.17,27-30.(386) SDA C4:1162.

"IN THESE LAST DAYS, false teachers will arise...IN=THE=VERY=MIDST=OF=US...giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS...CREEPING IN UNAWARES."Those who SYMPATHIZE with KORAH, DATHAN and ABIRAM...brought blight and DEATH upon themselves. SO IT WILL BE IN THESE LAST DAYS, the cause of Christ will be betrayed...Inspired with a spirit from beneath, they will fight DOWN that they once built up...The attributes of Satan they call the HOLY SPIRIT." Testimony on Jude, Sept. 5,1893. RH May 24,1898. (Republished; July 13,1922.) READ ON! BRISBIN 35-6.
THE ADVENTIST MINISTRY = in 1910 = began a squabble among themselves = WHAT IS 'THE DAILY?" In SM 1:164-168 = she told them the TRUE MEANING of the "DAILY" is not a test question and is not to be agitated: "...AT=THIS=TIME...JUST NOW." SM 1:167.168. 165.

Daniel is for the:"LAST DAYS." "IN THE LATTER TIME."
"THE DAILY SACRIFICE was taken away, and the PLACE of his SANCTUARY was cast down...(So there is a "PLACE" for his SANCTUARY?)

"And a host was given him AGAINST THE DAILY SACRIFICE, and it cast down the Truth to the ground; and it practised, and prospered...the vision concerning the DAILY SACRIFICE, to give BOTH the SANCTUARY and the host to be trodden underfoot?...UNDERSTAND, O son of man: for at the TIME=OF=THE=END shall be the vision...in the LATTER TIME of their kingdom: when the transgressors are come to the full, a king of fierce countenance, and understanding dark sentences, shall stand up...

"And through his POLICY (GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY) also he shall cause CRAFT to prosper in his hand: and he shall magnify HIMSELF in his heart, and by PEACE shall DESTROY MANY... O LORD...cause thy face to shine upon thy SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE." Daniel 8:11-13, 17,23,25. 9:17.

It is clear that = the TRUTH = the THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE = the PLACE of His SANCTUARY = will be cast down!

This began in the 'QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE' Book where the PLACE of His SANCTUARY was likened to DIRT! p.365.
1957 = FROM=ANDERSON=UNRUH. (K=D++A.)
1960 = the AWAKENING JESTERS under FROM=HUDSON =took it one step further = with WAGGNER. "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH = in the OUTER COURT!!"

1970 = GENERAL CONFERENCE SESSION. Leslie HARDINGE = R&H June 19,1970. p.9,10. "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH = this is the Message of the COURT!" "And when the High Priest moves into the HOLIEST = He will carry you there."

1979 = as a Reward for HARDINGE'S FAITHFULNESS - he was HONORED by WILSON making him the NEW DEAN of the FAR EASTERN (PHILIPPINE) SEMINARY! R&H Nov. 22,1979. p.16-7.

1979=1980 = THE LAWYERS of FORUM=SPECTRUM gave FORD the FLOOR and also COTTRELL = NO SANCTUARY. NO JUDGMENT. it is now the "SYMBOLISM" of the SANCTUARY! -10-
1980 = General Conference Session = Dallas. Although they had "COMMITTEES OF TWELVE" from ANDREWS or WASHINGTON to define Doctrine and submit it to the General Conference in Session = for "X-1535 CHURCH MANUAL REVISION" "FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS" =

When the ANDREWS GROUP wanted the APARTMENTS of the SANCTUARY clearly spelled out = the CHAIRMAN of the "REVISION COMMITTEE" = W. DUNCAN EVA = did not need to "CONSULT" anyone = only "INSULT" them by stopping it COLD!

"EVA...called back to say the new paragraph on the SANCTUARY would not be acceptable."

In the continuing Sea-Saw Battle = others jumped in with both feet = EDWARD ZINKE=REGINALD DOWER=WILLIAM MURDOCH= (DEAN EMERITUS of the SDA Theological Seminary)=C.H.CAREY= JAMES McKinney= all spoke in favor of SPECIFYING THE PLACE (THE APARTMENT) = were stopped COLD = by DUNCAN EVA =

Who "EXPLAINED" why this could not be done. p.10. SPECTRUM REPORT by LAWRENCE GERATY. p.2-13. JULY 1980. ($3.50.)

HAROLD METCALF again tried to floor the Question of "FIRST" and "SECOND" apartments= but was stopped COLD by RICHARD HAMMILL. They obviously do not seek a BREAK with FORD= COTTRELLE=HEPPESTALL=BRINSMEAD=and the LAWYERS of FORUM= SPECTRUM. COE and the Legal Beagles. this is the Record of the Adventist AD HOC ADMINISTRATORS and their "POLICY."

DOES IT MATTER = ???

(FROM A TRACT BY "PILGRIM TRACT SOCIETY.!!")

GRACE BE UNTO YOU and peace from our Lord Jesus Christ who loved us and washed us from our sins in His own BLOOD and who is now beside the Father making intercession for us. "Surely He has borne our griefs and carried our sorrows"..."Peace I leave unto you, My peace I give unto you...COME UNTO ME, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest...And him that COMETH unto Me I will in no wise CAST OUT." John 14:27. Matt.11:28-30. John 6:37.

NOTICE = !!! He does NOT break down the Door = He knocks from the OUTSIDE of the LAODICEAN DOOR = and then He: "PASSES BY." "THE END is come upon My people of Israel: I will not again PASS BY them any more.

"And the SONGS of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that
day, saith the Lord God, there shall be many DEAD BODIES in every place; (they shall give the "LOUD CRY"?) they shall cast them forth WITH SILENCE." AMOS 8:2,3.

We saw from the PILGRIM TRACT = that we must "COME TO" the Lord = WHERE He is. THE SAME as the PRODIGAL SON. The Father put out the LIGHT to show him the way Home, he PRAYED about it = but he did not FORCE him to come Home. FORCE is in Satan's kingdom.

"WHOSOEVER WILL" may "COME!" "COME UNTO ME!" How can you do that = how can you plead the "BLOOD" = except by JUSTIFICATION=BY=FAITH in the MOST HOLY PLACE MINISTRATION. We would not be Happy unless we CHOOSE to COME to Him. Shall we CHOOSE to go with FORD=COTTRELL?

HOW IMPORTANT IS THIS?

ADVENTISTS THEMSELVES = write in: "QUESTIONS ON DOCTRINE" = "...the "DAILY" in the Book of Daniel (chs. 8:11-13 and 11:31.), denotes the DAILY, or CONTINUAL, services of the SANCTUARY." p.255.

"...far beyond Daniel's time - actually, in the "TIME OF THE END" (verse 17)... "DAILY"...Daniel 8:11-14 is concerned with the SANCTUARY - its DAILY services, desolation, and restoration. The collective word customarily used for the various parts of the DAILY services - the OFFERINGS, INCENSE, LIGHTS..." p.261.

Down California way = at the McCoy Ranch in 1959-1961 = there was a STRONG GROUP = who could speak so POWERFULLY = that the "DAILY" could mean only ONE THING = the FIRST APARTMENT.

That we had to CONFESSION our SINS - in the "DAILY" first apartment. And then go into the second apartment. All this, of course - was only HUMAN CONJECTURE. But once you allow them to use MESMERISTIC POWER on you = it takes a GREAT DEAL = and sometimes YEARS - to shake off their MESMERIZING INFLUENCE = there is only ONE WAY to do this = by: "IT IS WRITTEN."

"IT IS WRITTEN" that He went INTO the MOST HOLY PLACE in 1844. IT IS WRITTEN that He does not come OUT until every case is decided for LIFE or DEATH. IT IS WRITTEN that when He does come out - He puts on the Garments of Vengeance and then all Hell breaks loose on Earth. The 4 Winds are let go. The Plagues are on. The PESTILENCE = the FAMINE = the SWORD. Terror on Terror, -12-
TIME TABLE:
Sept. 1, 1980 = the date this Paper was started.
Sept. 10 = Hoehn took the Bus to SPOKANE, Washington.
Sept. 11 = took the 727 STRETCH Plane to YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio.
Sept. 12 = went with the DeMichael car to DOROTHY DRAN,
          RD 3 Bx 234, COUDERSPORT, PA. 16915. (4 Hours.)
Sept. 19 = Took the GREYHOUND = 5 hours to TED + GOLDIE
          POPIELAK, 9557 Marysville Rd. OSTRANDER, Ohio.
Oct. 1 = BUD + VIOLET SHUSTER, RD 1 Bx 157A, HOMER CITY,
         PA 15748 = picked me up at YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio
         for a 3 hour drive to the "BEAUTIFUL HILLS"
         of Pennsylvania. And a Course in HERBALISM of
         which Sr. Shuster is an Expert.
Oct. 7 = HOME = to: "Recoverate."
Oct. 11 = back to this PUBLICATION #483.

TIME TABLE FOR "DENYING THE DAILY."
1959= D.L.FRIEND at the McCoy Ranch, Oakhurst, California,
took us BACK to the: "FIRST APARTMENT."
1960=HUDSON sparked the alleged: "AWAKENING" = with D.L.
       BRINSMEAD, F.T.WRIGHT who compared Notes with D.L.
       FRIEND but who decided to DENY the: "DAILY" ministra-
tion of Christ IN=THE=SANCTUARY = but who preferred
       to: "WAIT ABOUT" = "GATHER TO" = "COME TO THE GATE" =
       "GATHER AT" = "THE OUTER COURT...It is the only way in.
"Only Thieves and Robbers try some other Way. Once inside
the Gate - you will firm Jesus...WAITING to take ALL your
guilt as you confess it ALL to Him...Thus you have entered
the experience of the OUTER COURT. THIS IS JUSTIFICATION=
BY=FAITH." p.41-2. "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS" (= printed by
HUDSON PRESS = 1962 = as: "THE ESSENCE" of the Excitement
in AUSTRALIA = as Reported in 1960 'CHURCH TRIUMPHANT"
(HUDSON MAGAZINE) = in a CHART also featured in this RDB=
ADA p.41. Also by BRINSMEAD=HUDSON=WRIGHT in various Pub-
lications "COME TO THE DOOR" of the SANCTUARY = and the
Church is: "ASLEEP=AT=THE=DOOR " of the SANCTUARY.

NO=ONE=OBJECTED = except COTTRELL in a weak way. All seemed
delighted with this: "NEW LIGHT " GERMAN (NICOLI) SAC-
RAMENTO REFORM = JENKINS = AT FRIEND = CARPENTER = PESTES =
ROGERS = NAGEL = DOROTHY GRAHAM ("INSPIRATION BOOKS") =
and many others tried to get on the BAND-WAGON.

HOEHN of the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY = wrote to both HUDSON
and RUE = a very short TREATISE showing that BRINSMEAD is
OFF=THE=BEAM and OFF= COURSE in that he DENIES the MOST HOLY
PLACE of the SANCTUARY ADMINISTRATION since 1844 = -13-
THEN ADD INSULT TO INJURY = HUDSON tries to make out that R.D.BRINSMEAD came to America with the "MOST HOLY PLACE" Message = !!! Neither one of them would print the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY RELEASE = so they could CONTINUE to Roar out YEAR after YEAR = that NOBODY but NOBODY found any-thing WRONG with the BRINSMEAD DOCTRINE. All they found WRONG = was with his METHOD.

THE ABOMINATION THAT MAKETH DESOLATE.

Closely connected with the Words: "THE ABOMINATION THAT MAKETH DESOLATE." Daniel 11:31 = is they take away the: "DAILY SACRIFICE." and connected to that are the Words: "THEY SHALL POLLUTE THE SANCTUARY." = all in Dan.11:31.

NOW GO BACK= "Now I am come to make thee UNDERSTAND what shall befall THY PEOPLE in the LATTER DAYS."
(Not the WORLD as the URIAH SMITHS would have it as they go to CATHOLIC and PRESBYTERIAN sources for their "LIGHT!!")

WE PREFER= the Above from Daniel 10:14. Continuing to go BACK in CONTEXT as we see what the Angel showed DANIEL as he led up to this Scene = and placed Daniel in the SAME POSITION as ELLEN WHITE = "...neither is there BREATH left in me...and He STRENGTHENED me... Let the Lord speak; for thou hast STRENGTHENED me." Daniel 10:16-19. We are to give this all up to follow some FORD or FROOM? No, we have seen something BETTER.

NOW GO BACK= talking to and WHY = there is a: "LITTLE HORN" ="and he shall wear out the SAINTS of the Most High, and think to change TIMES and LAWS." Daniel 7:8,25. OBVIOUSLY THE BEAST!But: "I beheld till THE THRONES (PLURAL! As Sr. White also saw in the 1846 BROADSIDE = "...into the HOLY of HOLIES, within the veil, and did sit. THERE=I=SAW=THRONES=that I had never seen before." 1846.)

ABOUT THE WEAKEST ARGUMENT I EVER HEARD= but the FORDS and the BALLENGERS think they have an AIR-TIGHT ARGUMENT = why does God need to sit for over 120 years = ever since 1844 = and we could also mention the SUPREME COURT HEARING for 1,000 YEARS! Why all this MUMMERY when God KNOWS who are HIS? He KNOWS at any moment. So why the MOCKERY of a LENGTHY COURT?

THESE PEOPLE= do not know enough to come in out of the Rain. DO THEY NOT KNOW that Satan disputes the RIGHT of God to RULE this EARTH? Which Is HIS! And this cannot be settled until the 1,000 year COURT = !!!

-14-
THE HEAVENLY COURT SCENE = find it in DANIEL + find it in REVELATIONS 4 = 5 = 6. Did FORD (or the ENGLISH-JEW W.E.READ or the GERMAN-JEW EDWARD HEPPENSTALL (?) =

The RABBINICAL MAXIM = the TALMUDIC TRADITION = the utterances of the TALMUDIC SAGES = found in the 1,000 page FORD BOOK on p.35-36 and elsewhere =

ALSO FOUND in "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" by Rev. Dr. A COHEN, E.P.DUTTON & CO. = New York == 1949 = "The Holy One, blessed be He, CREATED two impulses. one GOOD and the other EVIL (Ber. 6la)...The EVIL impulse is thirteen years OLDER than the GOOD impulse. It exists from the time of a person's emergence from his mother's womb; IT=GROWS=WITH=HIM...there is NOTHING (within him) to prevent it....

(AS BABYLON TEACHES = THE BASIS OF THE EVANGELICAL RELIGION = what HEPPENSTALL sold to BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT in 1972 = the "DUAL NATURE SYNDROME" = DR. JEKYLL does not know what MR. HYDE is up to. IMPOSSIBLE to keep the LAW! IMPOSSIBLE to OBEY! Until CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES! So teaches the ILLUMINATI and 1972 A WAKENING.)

"...the EVIL IMPULSE within him is KING...the GOOD IMPULSE is only like a PRISONER in a JAIL..."IN THE HERE- AFTER, the Holy One, blessed be He, will bring the EVIL IMPULSE and SLAY it in the presence of the RIGHTOUS and WICKED...Inasmuch as the EVIL IMPULSE is an inherent and indispenasable PART of man's constitution, is he not BOUND to SIN?...This claim is fully substantiated in the TALMUD...GOD=DECIDES=THE=FATE=OF=THE=INDIVIDUAL." EVERYMAN'S TALMUD = p.88,89,92.

OR TRY ANOTHER HBMC Book = "BASIC JUDAISM" = New York = Milton Steinberg = 1947. "The body will NOT be SUPPRESSED. The ATTEMPT to COERCe it...SELF-NEGATION is not necessarily VIRTUOUS. On the contrary, it may be thoroughly SINFUL...For the TRADITION insists, it is man's obligation to ENJOY LLPS...[Hence the birth of the LLU 1979 "ALAYNE SEX-POT YATES" = and the VENDENS.]

"PLEASURE then must be not only LEGITIMATE but MANDATORY." ... "He who sees a legitimate pleasure and does not avail himself of it is an ingrate against God who made it POSSIBLE." BASIC JUDAISM = p.72,73. (+ PAGES MORE!) "THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT!"

WHY DOES GOD...establish a COURT in Heaven? Think of the GREAT CARE our God makes = so NO ONE in all the Universe can say He did not JUDGE RIGHTEOUSLY!
Let us not deny the "DAILY" Court Scene = for after all will be said and done - even SATAN will: "BOW AND CONFESS" "EVERY KNEE SHALL BOW!" even SATAN = that he is WRONG! And worthy of DEATH! GC 670. (486).

AND SO THERE IS A COURT IN HEAVEN! "And I saw a BOOK ... SEALED WITH SEVEN SEALS...COME AND SEE." Rev.5:1. 6:1. "I behld till THE THRONES were cast down, and the Ancient of days did sit...THE JUDGMENT was set, and the BOOKS were opened...the JUDGMENT shall sit." Daniel 7:9,10,26.

"THEN shall the SANCTUARY BE CLEANSED." Daniel 8:14.

"DANIEL 8:14...pointed to the CLOSING WORK of our High Priest in Heaven, the FINISHING of the ATONEMENT, and the PREPARING of the people to abide the Day of His Coming." T1:58.

"And out of one of them came forth a LITTLE HORN (not Daniel 7:8,25 = but the "IMAGE OF THE BEAST!")...Yea, he magnified himself even to the Prince of the Host, and BY+HIM=THE=DAILY=SACRIFICE was taken away, and the place of HIS SANCTUARY was cast down...How LONG shall be the VISION concerning the DAILY SACRIFICE, and the TRANS- GRESSION of DESOLATION, ("THE ABOMINATION THAT MAKETH DESOLATE!")...to give both the SANCTUARY and the Host to be trodden UNDER FOOT? And he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred days, THEN=SHALL=THE=SANCTUARY=BE=CLEANSED...UNDERSTAND, Ô son of man; for the TIME=OF=THE=END shall be the VISION...the LAST END of the INDIGNATION: for at the time appointed THE=END=SHALL=BE...in the LATTER TIME of their KINGDOM, when the (ALAYNE YATES and the GAYS!) TRANSGRESSORS are come to the FULL (2 Thess.2:3. RH A3:437. T5:753)...in the DESO- LATIONS of JERUSALEM...keeping the COVENANT and MERCY to them that love Him, and to them that KEEP his COM- MANDMENTS...O LORD...cause Thy face to shine upon Thy SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE, for the Lord's sake. O my God...BEHOLD=OUR=DESOLATIONS, and the CITY which is called by THY NAME...for the overspreading of ABOMINA- TIONS he shall make it DESOLATE." Daniel 8:11-14,17, 19,23. 9:2,4,16-19,24,27.

A WAR IN THE SEALING=JUDGMENT TIME? "...and unto the END of the WAR = DESOLATIONS are determined." 9:26.

THERE=CAN=BE=NO=WAR once the 7 Plagues hit! The "VOICE OF GOD" (the only "ARMAGEDDON!") puts a STOP to all WARS by reason of DESOLATIONS mentioned.
"There are only TWO CLASSES...will be recognized in the Judgment—those who VIOLATE God's Law—and those who OBEY it." COL 283.

NOT URIAH SMITH = NOT THE SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST = but:

"The Angel declares, "Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God, and the Faith of Jesus."..."In the issue of the great Contest; TWO DISTINCT CLASSES are developed. ONE CLASS "worship the BEAST and his IMAGE"...THE OTHER CLASS..."KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of God and the Faith of Jesus." 1884 GC 275-6, 282. (See URIAH SMITH CHANGES in your Book=436,446.)

TWO may come from the SAME background. The one will always be Needling the other—because of real or alleged PAST SINS. Carrying a GRUDGE through Life and JUDGING them unworthy of Eternal Life.

When the:"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" is given to the Laodiceans for their CORPORATE SINS = they have so long JUSTIFIED themselves, they see NOTHING WRONG in SELF or LEADER-ship. "When a CRISIS finally comes, as it surely will...like ACHAN, becoming TERRIFIED, they may ACKNOWLEDGE that they have sinned. But their CONFESSIONS are TOO LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND...They are inclined to be EVER on the side of WRONG...They will not claim to be on EITHER SIDE." T3:271-2, RH A2:50.

NICHOLS= wrote in his R&H = that Adventists WOULD never and COULD never keep EASTER = because EASTER is nothing else but SUNDAY. TWO YEARS LATER he took Pen in hand and wrote WHY we must turn over the BIG NEW BIRD-CAGE CHURCHES (that take a FORTUNE to HEAT!) over to the OTHER CHURCHES = for EASTER SUNRISE SERVICES!

EZKIEL 9 = is the SEALING chapter. EZKIEL 8 = is the ABOMINATION chapter. Ezekiel goes through the List of the ABOMINATIONS of the LAST CHURCH.T5:753.

50 YEARS OF INQUIRY= of Bible and Testimony Students = and of Ministers of all Churches = has brought only ONE REPLY. EZKIEL 8 says: "Turn thee yet again, and thou shalt see GREATER ABOMINATIONS that they do." 8:6,9,13,15. And the: "ABOMINATION that maketh DESOLATE!" = the WORST ABOMINATION in the Sight of God = and which will cause them to LOSE: "THE SPIRIT and POWER of God." GC 443. And cause them to UNITE with the other Churches to lead out in setting up the IMAGE OF THE BEAST = to call in the LAWYERS = to Teach:'IN COMMON' with all other Churches as passed by FROOM in the Autumn Council = R&H. Dec.18,1969. p.20. ONE BIG MELTING POT. -17-
THE 3-FOLD UNION equals they REVOLVE CHOIRS in the EASTER-
LENTEN SEASON = and March up the Hill to greet the Rising Sun = with BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM!

THE WORST ABOMINATION = "...and their faces toward the EAST; and they worshipped the SUN toward the EAST." Ezekiel 8:16. Only ONE DAY can this be done. This was SO IMPORTANT to the HEATHEN and the PAGAN HORDES = that they built HUNDREDS of MILES of PILLARS = so that when the Sun came up = between the Pillars = the SHADOW of the one reaching to the Base of the other = they had a clear uninterrupted Passage to the SUN. For unKowing, ignorant HEATHEN to do this = WAS BAD ENOUGH!

Which EZEKIEL lists as the WORST SIN = next to setting up a TREE = on the Pope's X-Mass! Ezekiel 8:14.
Jer.10:3. "ALAS for all the evil ABOMINATIONS of the House of Israel! for they shall fall by the SWORD, by the FAMINE, and by the PESTILENCE...thus will I accomplish my FURY upon them...their SLAIN MEN shall be among their IDOLS..." Ezekiel 6:11-14.

Does Sr. White speak in Harmony with EZEKIEL? Read it in T5:211. EZEKIEL FAINTED from the Sight! "AN END, THE END is come upon the four Corners of the land... and will recompense upon thee all thine ABOMINATIONS... THE TIME IS COME, the day of TROUBLE is near...for all thine ABOMINATIONS...THE TIME IS COME...The SWORD=PESTILENCE=FAMINE...But they that ESCAPE of them shall ESCAPE, and shall be on the MOUNTAINS..." Ezekiel 7:2-16.

STILL PART OF THE WORST ABOMINATION had we said this two Years ago = we might have been accused of being WRONG! We saw it 20 years ago! They brought: "STRANGERS into the SANCTUARIES of the Lord." Ezekiel 44:7. Jer. 51:51. The BOB LARSONs, the PAXTONs, the BILLY GRAHAMS, the PAN-NENBERGS, the RON NUMBERS, the BRINSMEADIUMs, the FRED WRIGHTs, the HUDSONs, the FORDs, and other BUMs! And especially in the DISMAL FIASCO known as: "MISSION=KEY '73." The DISGRACE of this Century. FROOM died of a broken Heart - when his 40 years of SCHEMING FAILED to bring the promised:"LATTER RAIN!!" With BIG BLACK E.E.CLEVELAND as: "CO-ORDINATOR," Who promised a: "MEMBERSHIP EXPLOSION that would be heard around the World!" Instead of which they had LESS of a Membership increase than the YEAR BEFORE! Adventists waited till the LAST MINUTE – but all they had was a LIGHTNING BOLT that hit the PRESIDENT...-18-
BANGED him against a Wall = STUNNED him = KNOCKED others over = in the WISCONSIN CAMPMEETING. R&H. Aug. 9, 1973. That was the ONLY "LATTER RAIN" they received.

I had this R&H = but it DISAPPEARED. I had to write and ask ANN DeMICHAEL for hers. Satan has more POWER than we realize. He PARALYZED EGW when she was writing the: "GREAT CONTROVERSY."

Now that certain ones have been making a GREAT DEAL of HEGSTEAD of the RELIGIOUS LIBERTY DEPT. visiting the POPE in ROME = "FOR THE FIRST TIME!" I knew this was a LIE = so looked for a Copy of the: "CANADIAN UNION MESSENGER" that shows NUSSBAUM of the "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY DEPT." visiting the POPE = 6 TIMES by 1952.

PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORT = by D.L.MICHAEL = Public Relations Secretary, CANADIAN UNION. CANADIAN UNION MESSENGER = Vol. ?? No. 22. October 22, 1952.

"Dr. J.NUSSBAUM, Religious Liberty Secretary of the Southern European Division...has had SIX INTERVIEWS with the current POPE...It is up to us to...support every leader in church or government who is courageous enough to stand with us in the defence of principle." D.L.MICHAEL.

Since when has any Pope stood with us in anything/ ???
This is what we call: "SLOBBER!!" By an IDIOT!
Are these JESUITS = ???

Elder C.A. ANDERSON had a Copy of this CANADIAN UNION MESSENGER. It disappeared. He wrote to several who he knew received the MESSENGER. None of them had it. When I came there to EAST STANWOOD, WASH. = he said he was offering $25.00 for a Copy. Mine had DISAPPEARED, but I obtained ANOTHER. The next time I went down there I let him COPY it = WORD FOR WORD, but would not give it to him.

I sent it away to have it PHOTOSTATED. They used every excuse that they COULD NOT DO IT because I had UNDERLINED IT. Finally they did = so I had about 1,000 copies.

WHEN THIS: "ONLY TIME IN HISTORY!" that an Adventist was received by the Pope was DRAMATIZED = I looked for a Copy of this MESSENGER. I knew just where a few copies were = and went to get them = and they had DISAPPEARED!

I sent out calls in the PUBLICATIONS for those who might have one = the Ohio Sisters sent me several COPIES that some one had made. I did not want that. I wanted an ORIGINAL. Finally I was going to COPY the COPY - they had DISAPPEARED!
MADELYN LEWIS wrote that she had one = should she send it? IN THE MEANTIME = BUD SHUSTER in his COMPUTERIZED WAY = had written out full details of BACK PAPERS sent him = and here was a NOTATION that he had ONE COPY of the ORIGINAL PHOTOSTAT. I have it here now. BUD had marked the date he received it or read it - 4/3/80.

WILL THIS ONE DISAPPEAR or will we be able to manage to OFFSET PRINT IT = ??? In the meantime you have the PROOF POSITIVE on p.19 = that they have been playing around with the CATHOLICS = so that FROM brought BUS LOADS of CATHOLIC THEOLOGICAL STUDENTS TO WASHINGTON = praised them to the Heavens = his SDA "MINISTRY" magazine = APRIL, 1966. p.28-30,36. MARCH, 1966. p.10-13.

FOR YEARS = they threatened us with LAW if we copy what they wrote. Courtesy of F.D.NICHOL of the R&H. HOEHN was the only one that replied to him. Like a Cross-eyed BULL - he had MISTAKEN the "SCOPE" magazine as theirs - when it was NOT theirs! but we had PERMISSION from the UPJOHN COMPANY = to print it. When NICHOLS made that THREAT= DOZENS of "TESTIMONY BELIEVERS" ran like RATS for SHELTER in the DARKNESS of their HOLES = went over to "YAHWEH" or went SILENT = the LAW is more POWERFUL than their God. "WOE unto you = LAWYERS!"

ANOTHER DIVINE PREDICATION: "...make appeals to LAWYERS ...
...I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS, but God was NOT in their Company..."Is it not because there is not a God in Israel, that ye go to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB the god of Ekron?" T8:69. NL 96. Series A:337.

IT WAS THE LAWYERS of FORUM-SPECTRUM that have been trying to OUST = ELLEN G. WHITE = who FEATURED WRONG NUMBERS in 600 to 900 Adventists at a Time in RON NUMBERS "FORUMS" and who finally ended up with FORD at PUC and COTTRELL at LLU. LIST THIS as the: "ABOMINATION that maketh DESOLATE!" with SEX-MANIACS = HOMOS and ALAYNE YATES.

These are your Leaders? Not ours = !!! NEVER!
"GO YE OUT = to meet Him!"

These Old Reprobates = that the Lord has CUT DOWN! One after the other = are now going to DEFINE the SANCTUARY for us? The "FIRING" of FORD is merely a POWER-PLAY as he may have ASPIRATIONS to be Voted in as the NEXT GC PRESIDENT! WILSON the FOX thinks he has OUT-SMARTED him! We shall see = this is the LULL before the STORM!
(A) ADVENTIST HEAD that fired the STARTING GUN -- CHRISTMAS SEASON = 1972. BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT switched over to HEPPENSTALL and the ILLUMINATI = 1972 = all set to JOIN the BIG BARNUM SPECIAL = "MISSION-KEY '73."

(B) BILLY GRAHAM HORDES -- fell into Line = EASTER LENTEN SEASON = SPRING of Billy Graham's = "KEY '73."

(C) CATHOLICS came in the FALL -- with the UNWASHABLES = "JESUS FREAKS" = to try to bring down the POWER OF GOD! In the FROOM=CLEVELAND Version of the "LOUD CRY!!"

They waited till the last Minute = then in January 1974 = the entire SDA "MINISTRY: Magazine was taken up with the PIERS ON CRY = yeeping for 2 years: "What went WRONG = BRETHREN, what went WRONG? Will some one please tell us?"

THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY saw to it that this was put on his Desk:

"Thou hadst a WHORE'S FOREHEAD =
Thou refused to be ASHAMED =

THEREFORE the SHOWERS have been WITHHOLDEN =
And there hath been = NO LATTER RAIN!"

(See Jer.3:3.)

THE BIG DRIP = in which FROOM rammed his Motor-cycle against a Brick Wall = and was found lying in the Ruins of his own SPECULATIONS!

NOW THEY HAVE dug out their "KEY '73" CIRCUS WAGON out of the "73 DITCH" = and WILSON and his CLOWNS = are going to TRY AGAIN! But what if HEPPENSTALL=FORD=COTTRELL=BRINSMEAD = do not play their PIPE ORGAN = ??? (And don't forget the PROSECUTING ATTORNEY for the State of CONNECTICUT = GLEN E. COE = Head of FORUM-SPECTRUM who has so far remained in the BACKGROUND and permitted his LACKEYS and JACKALS = to speak for him! Using the method of FROOM! RIOTERS and REVOLUTIONARIES often remain in the Shadow of the Crowd - and slip away at the crucial Hour. VERY BRAVE COWARDS! Get others to do their DIRTY WORK! There is NOTHING they will HATE - like being FINGERED! Want another PREDICTION by EGW = ??? They will resort to:


THEIR FAILURE of their 3-fold UNION with the other Church-es will lead to try to Whip us all in Line = by FORCE!!!
By going to LAW! Read very carefully = GC 443-445. You want DIVINE PREDICTIONS? See how many you can find there! Also try TM 409,475. (But see the ORIGINAL RH A2:368.)
PIERSON "REPLIED" in the R&H - the SAME as AL FRIEND - turning the COMMAND of God BACKWARDS! That the SDA MINISTRY should give the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to THEMSELVES! That if it came from OUTSIDE the Church it would come with a:"HAIL of INVICTIVES!!" (so SPARE them = PLEASE!)

They can hand out a:"HAIL of INVICTIVES!!" but we must not: "SHOW them ALL their ABOMINATIONS!" Not even in the: "OMEGA of APOSTASY!!" in the: "ABomination that maketh DESOLATE!!"

The Adventist Ministry is better equiped to do the Job. They permit Adventist Girls to wear their HIGH-HEELS = to throw their Body out of Gear = the better to rub against that Preacher as they pass him in the aisle = with their Dresses up to THERE! =

And all he does is BEAM on them! Then he gives HIS LAST SERMON = as Recorded by ELLEN WHITE in still another DIVINE PREDICTION = one of the most important of all! Did all the BAD EGGS go OUT of the BASKET? Leaving only 144,000 PURE SAINTS left to LISTEN to that Preacher? If they stay IN = with FROOM=RICHARDS=RIEND=GROTHEER- HOUTEFF=LELIA WILKINSON=TUCKER=NAGEL=ROGERS=HUDSON? As they give NO "MIDNIGHT CRY?!" = only the:"LOUD CRY?!" In the 3-fold of FROOM=CLEVELAND'S "MISSION=KEY '73?!

The TOOTH-JARRING LIGHTNING BOLT = caused PIERSON to finally ADMIT = "KEY '73" will yet go down in History: "As a GREATER DISGRACE than 1888!"

Yet the Rank and File of the TM 409 Ministry will be Preaching their LAST RECORDED SERMON:"The Lord...is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the Cry from...THese DUMB DOGS that would not Bark..." T5:211.

READ=HEPPENSTALL=FORD=BALLENGER = and a Host of others = (as shown above!) = DENY the JUDGMENT! (See FORD 1,000 page Book = p.35-6 and elsewhere.

THE REASON WHY? = if there is a JUDGMENT going on in Heaven = before the 4 and 20 Elders = this might PREVENT them from the:"BLESSED ASSURANCE!!" of a: "$HERE and NOW"= "I AM SAVED!" SPURGEON=MOODY=BILLY GRAHAM=ORAL ROBERTS= FROOM=RICHARDS=ROY A. ANDERSON= PHARISEE RELIGION! The HARLOTS and PUBLICANS may go into the Kingdom = BEFORE YOU! "But we had a STILL WORSE element to meet in a Class who claimed that they were SANCTIFIED("SAVED!"), that they COULD=NOT=SIN, that they were SEALED and HOLY, and that all their Impressions and Notions were the mind of God...They had a SATANIC, BEWITCHING POWER...The Lord used us as Instruments to REBUKE these FANATICS...The TRUTH shone in contrast with these DECEPTIONS like...-22-
"...like GOLD amid the RUBBISH of Earth." SM 2:27-8.

"They declared that they were PERFECTED, that body, soul, and spirit were HOLY...their flesh was PURIFIED, they were ready for TRANSLATION...SOME...were brought back to their RIGHT MIND...some cases lost their REASON...and some became INSANE...FANATICISM, once started and left unchecked, is as hard to quench as a FIRE which has obtained hold of a Building...THE LORD HAS SHOWN ME would take place JUST BEFORE THE CLOSE OF PROBATION...

No encouragement should be given to this kind of worship.

"...I was instructed to say that at these demonstrations = DEMONS = IN THE FORM OF MEN = are present." SM 2:34-37.

"THOSE DUMB DOGS..." and all who listen to them: "ALL = PERISH = TOGETHER!" T5:211. (The MORE we show these Testimonies = the MADDER they get!)

SO WITH BALLANGER = they DENY the DAILY COURT SCENE in the MOST HOLY PLACE in the SANCTUARY in HEAVEN! And they care NOTHING about the RETINUE of HOLY HELL FIRE BABYLON PRIESTS = but hang on to their every word as "MINISTERS OF GOD!" Send Adventists to their Institutions to come back and DEFILE THE SANCTUARY!" (CHURCH!)

Yes! Maybe BRINSMHEAD did have something when he said the:"Cleansing of the Sanctuary in Heaven" had a DUAL APPLICATION = it "CLEANSED" the INDIVIDUAL as well!

He would have been MORE CORRECT if he had said as the DAILY COURT SCENE in Heaven comes to the:"BOOK OF LIFE" and CLEANSES the NAMES of those who do not belong there = He also "CLEANSES" the "CHURCH" by so many DEAD BODIES in the SEALING TIME = they will neither be GATHER-ED nor LAMENTED nor BURIED! "Soon the DEAD and DYING will be all around us. I saw that some will be so HARDEN-ED, as to even MAKE SPORT of the JUDGMENTS = of the JUDG-MENTS = of the JUDGMENTS = of God. THEN the SLAIN of the Lord will be from one End of the Earth = to the other; they will not be lamented, gathered, nor buried; but their ill savor will come up from the Face of the WHOLE EARTH. Those only who have the SEAL of the LIVING GOD, will be sheltered from the Storm of WRATH, that will soon fall on the heads of those who have rejected the TRUTH. In Hope, E.G.WHITE." PT 32. RH A1:11. Isa.28:22. 10:23. Jer.8:2. 14:12. T1:268. SG 4:58. T5:211.

POOR TALMUDISTS! While they with the EVANGELICALS are promising their people that God will up and: "GIVE!!" them a: "CHARACTER!" on an AWAKENING PLATTER = -23-
when their TALMUDIST MAXWELL gasped his LAST! as he handed them THAT PROMISE in his:"MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" Book = featured and given away FREE to this Day = by the two largest TELECAST PROGRAMMES - thus DENYING the:"CLEANSING OF THE SANCTUARY!"

As the Lord WIPES their Names OUT of the Book of Life = and on Earth they will be: DEAD=DEAD=DEAD! JUST AS DEAD as MAXWELL was as he wrote that OMEGA of ABOMINATIONS = 1970. PREPARED for the 3-fold UNION to show the other Churches that we believed the SAME as they do!

HUNDREDS of Adventist Churches around the World have a WRITING on their WALL = "THE SANCTUARY OF THE LORD!"

What if the Lord keeps His Word: To "CLEANSE" the SANCTUARIES ON EARTH = as well as in Heaven!

"The present state of the Church leads to the inquir-

"When Jesus began His public ministry, he CLEANSED the TEMPLE from its sacrilegious profanation. Among the LAST ACTS of His ministry was the SECOND CLEANSING of the Temple. SO=IN=THE=LAST=WORK..."COME OUT of her, My people!" SM 2:118. SM 1:47.

"He shall PURIFY the sons of Levi, and PURGE them as Gold and Silver...The PURIFICATION of the people of God cannot be accomplished without their SUFFERING...to SEPARATE the WORTHLESS..." T4:85.

"We must pass through the REFINING PROCESS." T5:485.

"Know ye not that ye are the TEMPLE of God?" DA 161.

(I was looking for ONE MAIN REFERENCE that fits here. Do you know what I had to do to FIND it? I looked in the ODOM INDEX = under:"PURIFYING" = "CLEANSING" = "SANCTUARY" = "INSTITUTIONS" = "CHURCH" = could not find it. So I took the Book I THOUGHT it was in = T5:...went through every page. Then I took TM 400 and went to the End. Then started from the Beginning and found it = TM 296. How long do you think this took? ALL DAY...This is what it takes.) -24-
(And if I did not have my Books so well Marked = the task would have been Hopeless. Sometimes it take me 2 to 3 Hours = before I can put down ONE SENTENCE!)------------------------

SINGULAR: "Know ye not that ye are the TEMPLE of God?"
MULTIPLE: "Oh, if ever a TEMPLE upon earth needed PURIFYING, the INSTITUTIONS in BATTLE CREEK (R&H and MEDICAL CENTER) = NEED-IT-NOW!... give the LAODICEAN MESSAGE... "CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT... show My people their TRANSGRESSIONS, and the House of David their SINS." TM 296. 1896.
(From Australia.)

THE CLEANSING OF THE BOOKS IN THE SANCTUARY IN HEAVEN = REFLECTS ON THE CLEANSING OF THE CHURCH ON EARTH! By DEAD BODIES EVERYWHERE. So how are the TALMUDISTS = MAXWELL=HEPPENSTALL=BALLENGER=FORD=BRINSMHEAD=WRIGHT=PIERSON=WILSON= going to: Have Christ=Messiah come to "HEAL" with His:"TOUCH!!" (MAN p.78) = "ON A GLOBAL SCALE!!!" if the SLAUGHTERING ANGELS follow the SEALING ANGEL =

THE BIBLE: EZEKIEL 9:....
THE TESTIMONIES: T5:211...

This is called: "The TIME of their VISITATION!" also: "The TIME of... the GREAT CRISIS!" T9:97. COL 406,412.

THIS=TIME=of the 7 Last Plagues = followed by the GREATEST EARTHQUAKE the World has ever seen = CAUSED by:"THE VOICE OF GOD!!" EW 34,41,272,282,285,287.

NOT as the Adventist and:"VOICELESS PROPHECY" show = at the Coming of Christ = but they are BURIED ALIVE = the FEW that survive the PLAGUES = by the EARTHQUAKE and the RUBBLE. And if that is not enough = by the HAIL of STONES = the weight of a TALENT - from 45 to 200 lbs. LEAVING WHAT? Pounding EVERYTHING into the Ground! And for the FEW that will SURVIVE ALL THAT = they will be: "DESTROYED by the BRIGHTNESS of His appearing!"

"The whole World will be involved in RUIN more terrible than that which came on JERUSALEM." GC 614.

"THE WHOLE EARTH shall be ABLAZE... A FIRE shall devour BEFORE Him... which shall cause the ELEMENTS to melt with fervent HEAT." PP 339,341,101,109. And a DOZEN more! How are the ILLUMINATI TALMUDISTS and BILLY GRAHAM going to: "GIVE=A=CHARACTER = NEW NATURE!!" to the DEAD=DEAD=DEAD = ??? How are the Adventist BUILDINGS going to remain STANDING after the VOICE=OF=GOD? -25-
THE "CLEANSING OF THE SANCTUARY" = is found in WM. MILLER'S DREAM. It is said a WILD PIG never looks up = so they can build a very low Platform, from which the Natives can easily SPEAR or SNARE him = if they make no Noise. Those who now deny the:"CLEANSING" of the Sanctuary = do they never LOOK UP = ???


(These references PROVE what is "DIRT=RUBBISH=JEWELS.")

THE CASKET is the TRUE CHURCH of the 144,000 SEALED SAINTS. Who REMAIN after the FAKES are SWEEPED OUT of the Lamb's Book of Life. EW 81-3. Those NOT in the BOOK OF LIFE = are given over to the SLAUGHTER in the 7 Last Plagues = thus the "SANCTUARY is CLEANSED!" The 144,000 REMAIN to go to the TEMPLE in HEAVEN. THE BEGINNING of writing down their NAMES in "LETTERS OF GOLD" =is the MIDNIGHT CRY. EW 14-19. These are PHILADELPHIANS. EW 23. The GOLDEN TEXTS = p. 24-31. See how many times you can find PHILADELPHIA there. They go in BEFORE the "LAST" = "TOO LATE" = "FOOLISH VIRGIN CHURCH!" Why be LAST = why be TOO LATE = why be FOOLISH? Let us go with the WISE = who shall:"UNDERSTAND!" Daniel 12:10.

"GOD SPEAKS through His appointed agencies, and let NO MAN, or CONFEDERACY OF MEN, insult the Spirit of God by REFUSING TO HEAR the message of God's word from the lips of His chosen MESSENGERS...Jesus has warned us to BEWARE of FALSE TEACHERS. From the beginning of our work, men have arisen from time to time, advocating THEORIES that were NEW and STARTLING...

(Over and over again = in FORD'S 1,000 page Book = he lists and admits = his: "CONFEDERACY OF EVIL" has what he openly ADMITS are:"NEW" positions.)

"...advocating THEORIES that were NEW and STARTLING. But if those who claim to believe the TRUTH would go to those WHO=HAVE=HAD=EXPERIENCE, would go to the Word of God...EXAMINE their THEORIES in the Light of TRUTH and with the AID=OF=THE=BRETHREN who have been diligent BIBLE STUDENTS, and at the same time make suppli- cations to God, asking, IS=THIS=THE WAY=OF=THE= LORD, is it a FALSE PATH in which SATAN would lead me? -26-
"...they would receive LIGHT, and would ESCAPE out of the NET of the FOWLER. Let all our Brethren and Sisters beware of anyone who would set a TIME for the Lord to fulfill His Word in regard to His Coming, or in regard to any other promise He has made of SPECIAL SIGNIFICANCE. "It is not for you to know the TIMES or the SEASONS, which the Father has put in His own power." FALSE TEACHERS...mingle ERROR with TRUTH...They are to be MET and OPPOSED." TM 54-5. 

IT IS NOTEWORTHY= that EVERY ONE that has come to us with "JONES" and "WAGGONER!" = (which means with:"BALLenger!") = (we knew 40 years ago that:"BALLenger" meant "JONES" and "WAGGONer" = the Lord showed them up by making them FALSE TIME PROPHETS = and EVERY ONE who mounts the Podium now with:"JONES + WAGGONER" = is a FALSE TIME-SETTER!) READ the ABOVE again = this is the LORD'S SIGN of who are HIS and who are NOT!

GOING "BY THE BIBLE ALONE!!" = meant for FROOM to go by: 
"BALLenger ALONE!!" = re-check his Book = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!" = and count the HUNDREDs of TIMES he and others QUOTE FORNICATION "SPIRITUAL WIVES" TALMUDIC WAGGONER! Then WATCH those who came to America with:"JONES and WAGGONER!!" = false TIME-SETTERS all!!

BRINSMead=WRIGHT=AL FRIEND and his "DAISY MEYERS" = HUDSON=GROTHEER=FROMM=ANDRson=in the Greatest Fiasco of all = "MISSION=KEY '73" = now they have dug the "BIG BARNUM SPECIAL" = Circus Wagon out of the Laodicean Ditch = as they are putting it: "ON=THE=ROAD!!" to try again! FALSE PROPHET = "ROY A. ANDERSON" = has gone over to PREDICTing the JEWS in Tel Aviv - would WIN! "SR. WHITE SAID SO!!" (APPROVED by WAGGONERITE = HMSR!)

20 Fairway Hills, Waynesville, N.C. 28786. (PO Bx 228.) 
"ZIONIST-ISRAEL HEADING FOR NATIONAL SUICIDE" = Eldon D. Purvis, EDITOR. (Pay little of no attention to what OTHERS WRITE in this "YAHWEH" Magazine - just notice what he writes!) AS=HE=ADMITS= he had to BREAK AWAY from the FALSE PROPHETS = to write this MASTERFUL EXPOSE!

Also read "MICHAEL A CLARK - ENGLAND." p.1-2.
The name of "BERTRAND L. COMPERET" also appears - indicating that they have LEARNED from the:"SPOTLIGHT" magazine = brought to our attention by Courtesy of ANN DeMICHAEL. BE=ON=YOUR=GUARD that you do not fall for everything this crowd advocates. -27-
WE=DO=NOT=ADVOCATE=EVERYTHING these people write = perhaps ONCE a YEAR = or ONCE in 2 years = we find something well=worth heeding = even in the R&H = !!!

All would do well to read: "JERUSALEM COUNTDOWN" Mar-Apr-May 1980. PO Box 344, GLEN WAVERLEY, VICTORIA (AUSTRALIA) 3150. (Free.) See "THE CLOUDED ISSUE" by MALCOLM HAGE. See if you can find ANYTHING WRONG in this MASTERFUL ARTICLE. Then learn a GREAT DEAL by the RICK EVERETT article on "MODERN SYRIA, PERSIA, LIBYA, and ETHIOPIA in BIBLE PROPHECY." p.5. You will wait a long week of Sundays to find anything like this from any R&H = !!! (Or "VOICELESS PROPHECY!!") (Even an ADVENTIST = EUGENE LINCOLN = writes in this Magazine!) I was going to write for a Supply and send them out - but, NO. WRITE and get on their Mailing List. Also for PROPHETIC UNDERSTANDING = are you getting the: "PLAIN TRUTH?" by HWA. And don't forget the:"SPOTLIGHT?" You will have to PAY for that one! Well worth $16.00 a Year. 300 Independent Ave., S.E. WASHINGTON, D.C. 20003. (For Heaven's sake! Do not believe EVERYTHING you read! Try to be SELECTIVE. You will learn MORE from these people than from the GARBAGE in the: "REFUSE and HAROLD!" now SOLD out to TALMUDISTS=JESUITS and ILLUMINATI "ONE-WORLDERS!")

---------------------------------------------

WHAT=HAVE=YOU=TO=SAY about the FROOM attempt to give the "LOUD CRY" without the "MIDNIGHT CRY" coming FIRST!

AND=WHAT=HAVE=YOU=TO=SAY about giving the alleged "KEY '73" = "LOUD CRY" = in a 3-fold UNION with BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICALS and the CATHOLICS = REVOLVING CHIORS = passing the R&H Dec.18,1969 "AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION" to Teach = "IN COMMON!" with the OTHER CHURCHES (as she PREDICTED they would do just as the:"STORM APPROACHES!" GC 443-5,606-8.) and then hand them that 1970 MAXWELL "BED-TIME STORY" = to get ready for the FULL SHOT of the Bottle = MISSION=KEY '73.

AND=NOW=WHAT=DO=YOU=SAY about giving UP the SANCTUARY 'MOST HOLY PLACE" TRUTHS to suit some OId FROOM=RICHARDS=COE=EVA=HAMMILL=FORD=BALLNGER(HELL-BELIEVER!)WILSON=ANDERSON=do you believe this fits the Scene: (???)

"Then the HIGH PRIEST rose up...The PRIESTS and RULERS were FILLED=WITH=INDIGNATION, and laid their hands on the Apostles, and put them in Prison..."THEY SHALL PUT YOU OUT of the Synagogues...whosoever KILLETH you will THINK that he doeth God service...Because they were ONCE the depositaries of TRUTH became UNFAITHFUL..." -28-
"...to their sacred TRUST ("TRUSTEES" that: "CANNOT=BE=
TRUSTED!" TM 361,356,146,386,376,106), the Lord chose
OTHERS...And then THESE LEADERS...act like men who have
LOST=THEIR=REASON." TM 69,70. ST 4:62.
(SUCH)"...HATRED that they could hardly be RESTRAINED."
TM 73. "Now these things were our examples, to the intent
WE should not lust after evil things, as THEY lusted...
Even the LEADERS of the Host seemed to have LOST=THEIR=
REASON." (And built a Golden Calf.) TM 99.

"In amazement they hear the TESTIMONY (STRAIGHT TESTIMONY?)
that BABYLON is THE CHURCH, FALLEN...As the people go to
to their former Teachers with the eager inquiry, ARE=THESE=
THINGS=SO? the Ministers present FABLES, prophecy SMOOTH
THINGS...THE POPULAR MINISTRY, like the PHARISEES of old,
FILLED=WITH=ANGER as their authority is QUESTIONED, will
DENOUNCE the Message as of Satan, and stir up the sin-
loving MULTITUDES (Yes! they will have the "MULTITUDES"
on their Side! What KIND of "MULTITUDES")

"SIN-LOVING MULTITUDES to revile and persecute those who
proclaim it...THE POWER attending the MESSAGE - (as the
SDA and "SHEPHERD'S ROD" have always PROCLAIMED - will
cause the REBELS to give up? and accept it? Is that how
it works? That is the FAIRY TALE handed them by MAXWELL.)

"THE POWER attending the Message WILL=ONLY=MADDEN those
who oppose it." GC 607. Also EW 272,195,198,202,204,206.

----------------------------------------
(AND THEN = to protect the sealed Saints - the ANGELS with
SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS CUT THEM DOWN! So there will be DEAD
BODIES on the face of the WHOLE EARTH = thus the SANCTUARY
IN HEAVEN and ON EARTH = will be "CLEANSED" of the RABBLE.
Then the "UNCLEAN BIRDS" of the apocalypse are called to
the WRONG = "LAST SUPPER‼" But the HEPPENSTALLS = the
JEWS = and the BILLY GRAHAMS = want CHRIST-MESSIAH to
"HEAL" them - as they wanted Him to do = ONCE BEFORE!
And that is the MESS of a "MESSAGE" in the SDA MAXWELL
BOOK! They do not want to look FACTS in the Face!)
(So they come up with: "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY‼")

"THE REFUGE OF LIES for the covering up of Sin = must be
TORN AWAY in order that poor deluded souls may not SLEEP
on to their EVERLASTING RUIN...The BOLTS of God's WRATH
are soon to fall, and when He shall BEGIN to PUNISH the
transgressors, THERE=WILL=BE=NO=PERIOD=OF=RESPITE until
the END...those only will stand who are SANCTIFIED...
They shall be HID with Christ in God till..."
"...the DESOLATION shall be overpast." TM 182.  
(No SLAUGHTER of no SAINTS!)

"The GOLDEN MEASURING ROD has NOT been placed in the hands of any finite man or any CLASS of men." TM 209.

"The Lord will work to PURIFY His Church. I tell you in Truth, the Lord is about to TURN and OVERTURN in the INSTITUTIONS called by His name...He whose FAN is in His hand will CLEANSE His Temple of its moral Defilement. He will thoroughly PURGE His floor...With David we are forced to say, "It is TIME for Thee, Lord, to work: for THEY have made void Thy LAW." TM 373.

(THUS the SANCTUARY will be CLEANSED!)

"SATAN will work through THEM...We are INDIVIDUALLY responsible." TM 374.

"The PURGING and CLEANSING will surely pass through EVERY CHURCH in our land...May the CARNALLY SECURE be drawn from the refuge of LIES..." TM 414.

"CLEANSE the Camp= (of SEX-POT LLU=ALAYNE YATES=HUDSON) MORAL(POLLUTION) CORRUPTION, if it takes the HIGHEST men in the HIGHEST positions." TM 427.

THE LEADING MEN= cannot see what is COMING on the CHURCH because they covet the Seats of Recognition, their PRIDE has led them to desire the APPLAUSE of the MODERN CONTEMPORARY "SCHOLARS" = "Wherefore come OUT from among them, and be ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord, and touch not the UNCLEAN THING."

"CLEANSE the Camp from ACHANS...less covering up and EXCUSING of Sin." T5:147.

"The Hill of progress is not to be climbed WITHOUT EFFORT." T5:180.

"IT SHOULD BE EVER KEPT before their minds that the Christian life is a constant WARFARE...WE SHOULD NOT, after accepting the Truth, UNITE with those who OPPOSE it..." T5:183.

IS THE NAME= "WRITTEN IN THE BOOK" = is that not a backwards = to deny the JUDGMENT! "When this TIME=OF=TROUBLE COMES = EVERY=CASE=IS=DECIDED; there is no longer PROBATION, no longer MERCY...THE SEAL of the living God is upon His people. THIS SMALL REMNANT..." T5:213.

IS= THERE= ANOTHER= REMNANT= CHURCH = ??? -30-
"...for I will not hear them in the Time that they cry unto me for their TROUBLE...And there shall be NO REMNANT OF THEM: for I will bring...the YEAR of their VISITATION. (Eccl. 1:15)...But if they will NOT OBEY, I will utterly pluck up and DESTROY that Nation, saith the Lord." Jer. 11:14,23. 12:17.

"WOE to the BLOODY CITY, to the pot whose SCUM is there-in, and whose SCUM is not gone OUT of it...HER=SCUM=SHALL=BE=IN=THE=FIREF...I will PROFANE My Sanctuary...and your SONS and your DAUGHTERS whom ye have left shall fall by the SWORD." Ezekiel 24:6,12,21. Isa.3:8,12-25. T1:270. RH A1:40,104. SG 4:63. T2:595. FCE 482. ARA 497.

ONE MINISTER= who saw what was going on in LLU = wrote: "It is TIME = for an EARTHQUAKE to hit this place!" We have perhaps FORGOTTEN:

(1) God will not accept any Prayers offered in any place BUT the MOST HOLY PLACE of the Sanctuary. WHY do the EVAS and the HAMMILLS and the WILSONS = seek so desperately to keep the APARTMENTS OUT of the NEW CREED?

(2) How did ELLEN WHITE KNOW = and PREDICT = that: "In the future, deception of EVERY KIND is to arise... The Enemy will bring in false Theories, such as the Doctrine that there is NO SANCTUARY." CWE 53. "This POLICY is the FIRST STEP in a succession of WRONG STEPS." CWE 96.

(3) "These FALSE PROPHETS will have to be MET...including the SANCTUARY QUESTION." Ev. 360. "...a LARGER proportion than we now anticipate will give heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS." Ev. 361."Many will stand IN=OUR=PULPITS with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands = kindled from the HELLISH TORCH of Satan." TM 409.

(4) "Those who will not ACT when the Lord calls upon them, but who WAIT for more CERTAIN EVIDENCE and more FAVORABLE OPPORTUNITIES, will walk in DARKNESS, for the LIGHT will be WITHDRAWN...may NEVER be re-peated." T3:258.

(5) HOW NEAR ARE WE TO THE END? "The VERY LAST DECEPTION of Satan will be to make of NONE EFFECT the Testimony of the Spirit of God." SM 1:48. SM 2:78. "There will be a HATRED kindled against the TESTIMONIES which is SATANIC." SM 1:48.

Watch now! These people who teach = no works = no law = no legalism = no obedience = no effort = no testimonies = no sanctuary = (the "outer court" is outside the sanctuary. Some may say that Ford gives you more: "most holy place!" than we ever believed! He gives us ballenger and the:"Most holy place" = since the cross!

But read on! And find when you come up to Ford p.212-3 =

1) The "Most holy place!!" = since the cross!
2) Or if you want: "First apartment!!" = he hands you that, too! or you might prefer: "No apartments!!" p.116. Or "No judgment!" p.35-6.74,100,A1,A12.
3) Or perhaps you could try for; "The outer court!!" p.212-3. Satan has different delusions to effect different minds! Above all: do not accept the truth!

Did you ever read = no power = to obey! That "power!!" comes from God alone. More and more we will see = homos, LLU Layne Yates = Bryan J. Mershon = chosen as one of a "select group" (LLU University Observer - p.6 of recent date.) = son of Pastor and Mrs. James Mershon of LLU Church. Starting him on the bottle of "Psychology" and then 6 years at: "Fuller Theological Seminary" in Pasadena, California. To come back with more: "Dancing follies movies for Young People's Meetings on Sabbath" = this clipping sent to me by one from Venden's Church.

Venden = who was chosen to write all the:"week = of = prayer!!" Articles = what year was that? 1978? in which he pushed:"I am saved!" = and to try to behave - would only "Make = matters = worse!" = almost as bad as Hudson writing in 8 "layworker" Articles = Railing away at: "Moral be - HaViourism!" = 24 times in 8 Articles = as the greatest evil on this earth! Is he looking for homos and whores to flock to his church? As they are doing in LLU."Thou hadst a whore's forehead = thou refusdest to be ashamed = therefore there hath been = no latter rain!" Jer 3:3.
THE GREATEST DANGER= (for those that want to be Saved!) if we follow ERROR - we lose ALL
POWER to BEHAVE. We are plainly told = if we worship =
OUTSIDE the MOST HOLY PLACE = let it be the FIRST APAR-
MENT or the OUTER COURT = if we DENY the TWO-APARTMENTS,
if we DENY the SANCTUARY = call it a: "SYMBOLISM!!" Or
otherwise: ")..concerning the DAILY sacrifice, and the
transgression of DESOLATION, to give both the SANCTUARY
and the Host to be TRODDEN=UNDER=FOOT...Thy SANCTUARY
that is DESOLATE..." Daniel 8:13. 9:17. (see 26-7.)

WHAT IF= the Holy Angels of God = DROP us at that Point?
With no "GRACE" = we have no "POWER!!" GC 506.
All we have to do is to be: "CARELESS!!" (Couldn't=care=
less!) "CARELESS" and "INDIFFERENT" = and "MAKE NO EFFORT"
despise the:"STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" = and
the Angels of God = "LEAVE US TO THE DECEPTIONS THAT WE
LOVE!!" = "If any will not be PURIFIED (CLEANSED!) through
obeying the TRUTH, and OVERCOME their SELFISHNESS, their
PRIDE, and EVIL PASSIONS, the Angels of God have the
charge:They are JOINED to their IDOLS, let them alone."
and they PASS ON to their work, LEAVING these with their
sinful TRAITS unsubdued, to the CONTROL of Evil Angels."
(READ ON!) Tl:187. (Also "THE SHAKING" chapter as it goes
into "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH" chapter.) Tl:179-187.)

THERE IS THE WHOLE STORY= NO SUNDAY LAW! NO FORCE! NO
ARMAGEDDON! and it is all over.
Just obey FORD and the alleged: "AWAKENING!!" Be CARELESS,
be INDIFFERENT, and above all = make NO EFFORT = and the
Angels LEAVE them forever. Or worship in the WRONG PLACE.
EW 56,261,78. 1846 BROADSIDE. "The ADULTRESS shall surely
be put to DEATH!!" Lev. 20:10.

"...they suppose that they are RICH, and increased with
GOODS and in need of NOTHING, while in reality they are
in need of EVERYTHING."...But many are crying, "PEACE and
SAFETY," (T5:211) while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming (upon
the WORLD as URIAH SMITH and HMSR say?) is coming upon
THEM..."Can you not see how they have pretentiously COVER-
ED UP their DEFILEMENT and ROTTENNESS of CHARACTER? 'How
is the faithful City become an HARLOT!'" T8:250. 1903.

WHAT DO THE WORDS MEAN? "...and they are LEFT...to the CON-
THE TALMUD and FRED WRIGHT = teach 100% POSSESSION! Either
by GOD = or the DEVIL.

THEIR TEACHING IS= The Lord will not come in =
So you are either 100% under the DEVIL = or 100% under the LORD. A very SIMPLE Religion = to very SIMPLE Minds.

WHAT ARE THE FACTS? See it in the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the Laodiceans. DO-NOT=READ=IT= from EW 269-273. But go to the ORIGINAL = RH A1:32 or the same thing = T1:179-187.

SENTENCES left OUT = !!!
SENTENCES switched AROUND = !!!
So go to the ORIGINAL...

THERE YOU WILL SEE= the Holy Angels and the Evil Angels= at WAR! OUTSIDE of the Person. Not 100% POSSESSION!
That is STUPID! There is NO SUCH THING = (or as KURT KOCH says = (the World Authority on OCCULTISM and POSSESSION) = only in RARE CASES.

THERE IS NO SUCH GENERAL THING= UNTIL and UNLESS = they REJECT the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY" to the Laodiceans and the "MOST HOLY PLACE" SANCTUARY TRUTHS since 1844.

IT MAY SOUND= like a Snide remark = but we mean every word of it! JUST WATCH those who go over to FORD = to see them lose ALL CONTROL! Did we not see it in the self-confessed: "AWAKENING?" HUDSON brought them to America with: "SPIRITUAL WIFE" = WAGGONER! Is not HUDSON now (with ALAYNE YATES!) RAILING at: "MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" I never expected to see this Day! ANYTHING can happen NOW!

NOW PAY ATTENTION!
(1) You see the SAINTS = the "PEOPLE OF GOD" agonizing. Mark that.
(2) You see "SOME" of the "PEOPLE OF GOD" are NOT AGONIZING. (Up to this Point - T1:179, 180. NOTHING has been said about any: "LAODICEANS!" Mark this.
(3) You see the Angels = FIGHTING for CONTROL! not CONTROL from WITHIN = as is the Foolish FTW TALMUD DOCTRINE = but the Angels are OUTSIDE the "PEOPLE OF GOD!!" Up to this Point there is NO SUCH THING = as 100% POSSESSION = either by the SAINTS or by the WICKED. God would not allow it! He gives everyone a FAIR CHANCE = up to a certain POINT.

THIS IS THE SEALING TIME! To prove this = when the AGONIZING of the Saints - STOPS! The AGONIZING of the Lost = BEGINS! See this in T1:181 (BOTTOM OF PAGE!) or EW 27i= (TOP OF PAGE!) The SAINTS are now portrayed as being: "CLOTHED WITH AN ARMOR" and their Angel Guard: "DOUBLED!" as HOLY ANGELS LEAVE the WICKED to their Fate. -34-
"LEAVE them to the DECEPTIONS = that they LOVE!"

(4) This is portrayed as: 'DARKNESS!' Evil angels press their 'DARKNESS' around the 'PEOPLE OF GOD!' T1:180.

(5) God's Holy Angels: 'WAFT THEIR WINGS!' to 'SCATTER the THICK DARKNESS!' T1:180. NOT=A=WORD about any "LAODICEANS" yet! This is a BATTLE in the RANKS of: 'THE PEOPLE OF GOD!' (You could NEVER see that from EW = not in 1,000 years! You have to go to T1:....)

(5) Those who are:"CARELESS" = make: "NO EFFORT" = are: "LEFT!" = as they are SUBMERGED in the:"DARKNESS!" (Not a WORD about:"LAODICEANS"= yet!) The:'PEOPLE OF GOD' have to be SEALED = and SEPARATED = the SCUM and the DROSS among them go BACK = to the LAODICEANS! Because the LAODICEANS were in:"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS" before this Scene takes place. So to go:"OUT!" in: "DARKNESS!" or: "LEFT BEHIND IN DARKNESS!" = all they have to do is go:"BACK!" to the LAODICEANS! When they KNEW = or could have known = BETTER! In EW you could NEVER understand this in 1,000 Years! But see it in the FOOTNOTES of T1:182. "I know THY WORKS!...WRETCHED=MISERABLE=POOR=BLIND=NAKED!"

(6) THIS IS THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS!

"Upon which the DESTINY of the Church HANGS!" T1:181.

(7) There you have the True Picture in BLAZING TECHNI-COLOR! And as you see in T1:183 (Top of Page) and in EW 271 (Bottom of Page) = this is BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!!" The Loud Cry CANNOT take place BEFORE there is a SEPARATION = between WISE and FOOLISH!


(9) NOW=THE=ALL=IMPORTANT=THING! On making an:"EFFORT!!" Do not try to PRETEND = that you DID=NOT=KNOW= that the MAIN THRUST of the alleged:"AWAKENING!" was to make:"NO EFFORT!!" find those EXACT WORDS in T1:181. EW 281. and the:"COUNTERFEIT" in GC 471.

BRINSMED AIDED: ". . . is one of the HARDEST LESSONS man has to learn!" RDB=CEP 24.

WRIGHT SAID: ". . . adds SIN to SIN -- and is DOUBLY GUILTY!" "The Messenger of Living Righteousness"= Nov. 1967. p.16. (If you do ALL you can!) -35-
VENDEN SAID: "It only makes matters WORSE!" WEEK=OF=
PRAYER! So call in the GAYS, the MERSHONs
with: "DANCING FOLLIES MOVIES!" and the:
ALAYNE YATES with: "SEX WITHOUT SHAME!"
and COTTRELL- into the LLU CHURCH!
HUDSON=LITTERELL: want "NO MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!"
MAXWELL: of LLU = "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!"
HEPPENSTALL: "LOVE UNLIMITED!"

(Where is ELIJAH = with his trusty SWORD = ????)

(Or PHINEHAS with his JAVELIN to SKEWER the ELDER'S SON=
ZIMRI = who wanted: "NO MORAL BEHAVIOURISM!" PP 454-5.
And bring along his: "THOUSAND MEN!" to look after
BALAAM = and: "The WOMEN also...as the MOST GUILTY and
MOST DANGEROUS of the Foes of ISRAEL!" PP 456. As well
as: "A TERRIBLE PESTILENCE!" PP 455. THIS WAS A WARNING:
"...and they are Written for our ADMONITION upon whom the
ENDS of the World are come. Wherefore let him that THINK-
ETH he STANDETH = TAKE HEED lest he FALL!" PP 457,455.

In such a Time as this = they come up with:"GOD DOES
NOT DESTROY!" I just Wonder how they EXPLAIN=THE=ABOVE?
Did these men have the spirit of the DEVIL = ???

I wonder how long God is going to put up with this EVIL
GENERATION? It is Time to:"CLEANSE OURSELVES" so Jesus
can offer our PRAYERS=CONFessions=and PRAISE=to God for
His Mercy. That His Hand is stretched out still...

ONE WORD SHOULD BE SAID= for those who Stumble over the
Fact that God and His Prophets DID DESTROY. (Like SAMUEL
who pulled out SAUL'S SWORD (A Capital OFFENCE!) and
"HEWED" AGAG to pieces! What was the "SPIRIT" behind
all that? (AGAG wanted: "No Moral Behaviourism!" PP 632.)

AGAIN! Let us not be like a WILD PIG in the Jungles of
BORNEO = that never looks up! But let us with the
Vision of a Prophet look into the Heavens and see "UN-
NUMBERED WORLDS" that are viewing this Planet as a
Theater. SIN is a contagious DISEASE - likened to the
"LEPROSY" (CANCER) of Rebellion. It is QUARANTINED to
this World alone - until Sin works out it's DESTINY.
Until God builds 2 mighty FIRES (when Christ comes and
after the 1,000 Years) to BURN UP all Sin and Sinners.
GOOD RIDDANCE! Even if it takes us. So one Pulse of
HARMONY beats throughout the REST of the Universe. Based
on UNDERSTANDING of God's RIGHTEOUSNESS.

-36-
FROM BOASTED that he wrote: "CHRIST OUR RIGHTEOUSNESS" so that DANIELLS could sign his name to it. If there ever was a SNAKE slithering on its Belly = THIS IS IT! How long that Professional Liar from the Cradle-poured through the Books = to find just what he wanted = is difficult to say. Good thing that we poured through the Books - more than he did! So we can EXPOSE his SKULDUGGERY. Which no one else has ever done.

WHO DOES NOT KNOW that Satan's direct Rebellion in Heaven was launched on the Promise that the LAW = cannot be kept! Did every Adventist Minister FORGET that when he read this:"DANIELLS" Book?

THE DEVIL TALKING: "The LAW demands RIGHTEOUSNESS, and this the Sinner owes to the LAW, but he=is=incapable=of=rendering=it." (SATAN talking through Ellen White!) COR 116. Taken from R&H. Nov.4, 1890.

MORE DEVIL! "By FAITH he [the Sinner] can bring to God the merits of Christ, and the Lord places the OBEDIENCE of His Son to the sinner's ACCOUNT. Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS is accepted IN PLACE of man's failure." COR 19. R&H Nov.4, 1890. RH A2:436. SM 1:367. (Ellen White!)

FROM(DANIELLS) Boxes this in with: "...the ONLY way of doing so is "BY FAITH." To the natural UNI ILLUMINATED MIND, this solution of the dark problem is a MYSTERY...How can such demands be met by Faith INSTEAD OF by Works?" COR 18. (WATCH the PAGING!)

UP TO P.18 This is what you find = as he BRAIN-WASHES you to accept the EVANGELICAL=BABYLON Religion. And if you do not go along with him = it is because you have a: "NATURAL, UNI ILLUMINATED MIND!" Otherwise you would accept: "FAITH instead of...WORKS."

THEN TO CLINCH the Argument that: "CHRIST'S RIGHTEOUSNESS is accepted in place of man's FAILURE." = he for the FIRST TIME quotes EGW = from some alleged "REVIEW and HERALD ARTICLE" = which you could not GET until 1958 = PART of it in SM 1:367 = or until 1962= to get ALL of it in the RH "ARTICLE" Books. IN=THE=MEAN=TIME he had ALL the Ministers eating out of his hand = as he BOXES IN that Statement with this (FROM) REMARK: "GOD accepts Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS in the place of our FAILURE, our U N RIGHTEOUSNESS...Thus is explained just how FAITH takes the PLACE of WORKS...It should enable us to CEASE from our own WORKS, EFFORTS, and STRUGGLES...ONLY THEN can we truly pray our Lord's prayer." COR 19-22.
THUS THE OLD GEEZER won acclaim throughout the Adventist Church. NOT ONE MINISTER would DARE question this = on pain of IMMEDIATE DISMISSAL! This became known as: "GENERAL CONFERENCE POLICY!" It took his wonderful ENGINEERING into the 3-fold UNION with BABYLON = "MISSION=KEY '73" = to open some Eyes.

WE HEAR THE DEVIL TALKING= through EGW = COR 116 and 19. NOW=WILL=YOU=TURN to the ORIGINAL in RH A2:436 (Nov.4, 1890) = see PART of it in SM 1:367 = to see the CONTEXT. This is like:

"And JUDAS went and HANGED HIMSELF!...
"Go thou and do LIKewise!"
"IT'S=IN=THE=BIBLE!"

(Check also COR 19,105,108,116,117 to get to see how he takes a SNATCH here, and a SNATCH there = to make ELLEN WHITE = fit BABYLON and the DEVIL! "THE LAW" cannot be kept! So why TRY = ??? This is FROOM, this is RICHARDS (FROOM BOOK p.619. "Faith ONLY, plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING." "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" p.619.) And other British Fabianists, including TALMUDIC SPIRITUAL WIFE WAGGONER.) HUDSON=BRINSMEAD=WRIGHT. (That they will win the empty-headed MAJORITY = is a Fore-gone Conclusion.)

SATAN won 1/3rd. of the Angels in Heaven = with that ARGUMENT! "The LAW cannot be kept = so why TRY?"
That is an IMPEACHMENT against God = why does He give a LAW = that He knows - cannot be kept! So let us DANCE around FROOM'S "GOLDEN CALF."

WHAT FROOM LEFT OUT! (NO ADVENTIST PREACHER WOULD DARE PREACH THIS TODAY!) "But while God can be just, and yet JUSTIFY the SINNER through the MERITS of Christ, NO-MAN-CAN-COVER his soul with the garments of Christ's RIGHTEOUSNESS while practicing KNOWN SINS, or neglecting KNOWN DUTIES."

(This was put into "THE FAITH I LIVE BY" p.115 = but not this = that follows IMMEDIATELY!)

"God requires the ENTIRE SURRENDER of the heart, BEFORE=BEFORE=BEFORE= Justification can take place." ORIGINAL.

THAT SHOULD MAKE= some "NO LAW!!" BABYLONIANS THINK TWICE before spouting off so KNOWINGLY! Like PAXTON. Now have a look at some more FROOM SKULDUGGERY: "This is how FAITH is ACCOUNTED RIGHTEOUSNESS." and there it is CUT OFF in the middle of the Sentence in BC 6:1073. Where the REST of it would show:
"...and the pardoned soul GOES ON from GRACE to GRACE, from LIGHT to greater LIGHT..."to them gave He POWER to BECOME the sons of God." (Check all this for yourself from ORIGINAL IN CONTEXT = RH A2:436. Nov.4,1890. This is also known as MS 1A - 1890. Also as MAN. 36 - 1890. See R&H Nov.7, 1974. p.21.)

THEY ARE FOLLOWING = the TRADITIONS of JUDAISM and ROMAN-ISM = as it is incorporated into EVANGELICALISM who have only 2 Books in the Whole Bible = ROMANS and GALATIANS! But one day I just took these Books and here is what I found: "For as many as have sinned WITHOUT LAW shall also perish WITHOUT LAW!... (For not the HEARERS of the LAW are JUST before God, but the DOERS of the LAW shall be JUSTIFIED!" Romans 2:12-3. (Also 14. 3:31. 7:7,12-4. 8:7-9,37. 11:21-2. 13:9. Galatians 3:24. (SM 1:233,341.) (The whole Book is involved with CIRCUMCISION = CHURCH MEMBERSHIP!)

FORD = a MENTAL MONSTROSITY! TAILGATING the findings of others. DIPPED into the files of BRINSMEAD=PAXTON and the 150 SDA MINISTERS helping them to COMPILE this GARBAGE! in a Pack. "THE PACK" is their Religion.

LIKE A WOLF = A WATCH-DOG can stand alone = not a WOLF. A WOLF has to have a "LEADER." THE BIG ONE-WORLDER WOLF PACK ECUMENICAL CHURCH! As the WOLVES tried to put together in "KEY '73." Give them TIME! They will make it YET! Did you get "LAYWORKER" for "FALL 1980" = did you read the 7 pages by Elder David Bauer? Get this without fail! A MASTER-PIECE! How BABYLON came into the Church.

FORD HAS = jammed his Gears with Quoting men who have DESPERATELY to do what has never been done = to UNITE them in one Grand Monolithic COMBINE. REPEATING the massive onslaught by "VERDICT" and FROOM=ANDERSON=UNRUH. Who want to go = by the "PACK ALONE!" and dare to pretend it is the "BIBLE ALONE!" SEE WHO THEY QUOTE!

MORAL AND SPIRITUAL DELINQUENTS = do they go by their MOTHER - the GREAT CRIM-SON WHORE of Revelations? "MYSTERY=BABYLON THE GREAT!" If ever "COME OUT OF HER = MY PEOPLE" = applies = it applies, RIGHT HERE! If FORD keeps on the ROAD he has taken = he will find himself in the "YAHWEH" RED BOLSHIVIK COMMUNIST NIHILIST ILLUMINATI WOLF-PACK = of KILLERS. Who also DENY the "INNERANCY": of the BIBLE, as does FORD. p.635. Just as the Prophet PREDICTED! That is why we believe her MORE, not LESS! T4:211. PUR 112.
BEFORE WE GO TO LETTERS =

Please write and tell us if you received PUBLICATION (RED COVER - picture of "KEY '73" CIRCUS WAGON IN THE DITCH) = PUBLICATION #478. April 4, 1980. "FALSE PROPHETS."

We must know IF you received it and WHEN you received it. WE MAILED IT = about the Middle of AUGUST. And many are receiving it the END OF OCTOBER! That is not too IMPORTANT = the IMPORTANT thing is = did you receive it AT ALL! We recieved NOTICE of "SILVER LAKE 3" Meetings to be held in AUGUST = we recieved that the END of OCTOBER!

THI$ IS ALSO NOTICE =

That many who do not write = will be CUT OFF = some Names are only on because a Press Mechanic was working on the Press while his Wife ran off some of the Addresses = so some Names = SCHEDULED to be CUT OFF = are still on. But not for long. WRITE NOW to be Sure. We will not notify you again =

-------------------------------

LETTERS:

Due to a hectic Summer = due to some Letters being answered sooner = and an accurate account was not kept = we beg your indulgence that you WRITE AGAIN = we will try and do Better - next Time round...

-------------------------------

We thank God that our MIND and MEMORY = is Clear. In answer to your Prayers. The many "GET WELL!" and "WE NEED YOU!" = Cards and Letters did give us Help and Strength to meet the common Enemy = those who since 1960 have been working to make of non-effect the 1844 MOST HOLY PLACE SANCTUARY TRUTHS.

We have the material ready for another PUBLICATION to take after the 1,000 page FORD PRESENTATION. We never saw such a CONFUSED MESS in all our Life. In the same line as the BALLenger ARGUMENTS. NO=ONE=REPLIED=TO=BALLenger? I offered to Reply = they RE-FUSED to even hear it. "AT=THIS=LATE=DATE!" (Letter to MOTE = about 1950.)

GOD HIMSELF = lost 1/3rd. of the Angels in Heaven = because an ARTFUL LIAR can often cut the ground out from One who ABIDES=BY=THE=TRUTH! -40-
Dear Sr. Peloquin:

I replied to your Sept. 6, 1980 letter in a "COMMUNITY LETTER." Now I thank you for your invitation to speak to your Group = Oct. 9, 1980. I also replied to that in another "COMMUNITY LETTER."

I was on IODINE (THYROID) for over 10 years = and FOR-GOT the 3 months I was in Hospitals for a Head Injury in a Gold Mine. I NEVER FELT BETTER than going with Bro. Davis and Fred Kazikoff = Oct. 23, 1980. Then in the morning of the next Day = I felt woozey. And around 11 A.M. passed out in the "SUPER VALU" Store. Had to be driven Home. Could not pull out of it for DAYS.

Then I suddenly remembered the IODINE for THYROID = the Doctor put me on it again = as soon as I got Home = I took some. And that was the End of "BLACK=OUTS." So perhaps I could drive down = but I think we will leave it as in the "COMMUNITY LETTER." Thank you. Glad you called me down - and hope to come before too long.

Dear Dorothy Dran:

It was nice of you to invite us down over the Week-End. (4 Hour drive from Youngstown, Ohio.) We all enjoyed it very much. I marvel at the DENSE FORESTS in OHIO-PENNSYLVANIA. One man told me there are Wild Turkeys in the Bushes. Used to wonder at that. Not any more. They could hide 20 feet away. Even less. The soil seems to be a good Clay Loam = for a Hundred Miles either way. So they raise the best CORN and SOY BEANS = without IRRIGATION. Thank Cousin Ed for showing us around. Thank you for a lovely Week-End..

Dear Sr. Ramsey:

That was a nice Card you sent - to the Royal Inland Hospital, Kamloops, BC. = July 16, 1980. They certainly knew what they were doing, to get the Blood flowing through my right side that was going Par-alized. I have shown my collection of Cards to many on the way = and I thank all those who did write and send Cards. IT DOES GIVE ONE STRENGTH. For a while I doubted if I would come out of it alive.

Just went and sent a Mailing to your Friend. Also paused to send you and Sr. Buer = some OLD TAPES. Per-haps you have some or all of these? IF SO = or if you only want to hear them ONCE = will you and all others do this: MARK=THE=TAPES you think should be RE-DONE. ALSO=MARK=THE=TAPES you think should be sent ON=AS=IS. Then send them ALL to Sr. Ann DeMichael, 2924 Penny Lane, YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio 44515. And thank you all again!

-41-
"GOOD FOR NOTHING!"

An exasperated Mother wanted to know why Johnnie did not behave like: "HIS BROTHER." Johnnie countered with: He would be good: "FOR A QUARTER." Mother said: She did not have to pay his Brother: "HE WAS GOOD FOR NOTHING!"

WHAT WE LEARNED AT THE HERBAL COURSE WITH THE SHUSTERs: "GOOD FOR NOTHING!" Hair-Dye can cause CATARACTS and BLINDNESS. Some are LOADED with LEAD.

I think there is nothing NICER than a Woman who turns a respectable GREY. And does not try to FOOL ANYONE. Mainly herself. Trying to PRETEND = what she is not. She is not 16 - or less. What's so wonderful about 16?

Dear Bro. and Sr. Layman:

Your lovely "ROSES" card sent Oct. 17 - arrived here Nov. 3. I thought that would be the LAST ONE = but No. Today (Nov. 6 -) I have another "CHEERY WISH" from Sr. Jettie Burnside = who sends me the News of ANOTHER SDA Church that has broken away = this one in "PORT RICHEY" Florida. Who are following the EVANGELICAL (Ford=Brinsmead) "GOSPEL" according to PAXTON = the ECUMENICALIST = (ANGLO=CATHOLIC.)

("The COMPLETE and FINAL work of Jesus Christ" = at or on the Cross. Claiming loudly to go: "BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" = somehow these FORDS and BRINSMEEADS end up going by: "BABYLON ALONE!!!" = as they quote 666 of them!)

WHY DO WE BELIEVE ELLEN WHITE and the: "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY?" Because she PREDICTED=EVERY=BIT=OF=THIS! That just as Probations Door is Closing = they will:

(1) Have a "SHAKING." SM 2:13.
(2) Because of their REJECTION of the TRUTH. (Same.)
(3) "THEY=DO=NOT...KNOW what they are talking about."
(4) "FAITH" is confounded with "FANCY." (SAME p.14.)
(5) They will: "CONQUER THE WORLD!" SM 2:14.
(6) "UNBALANCED MINDS...think that they have WONDERFUL LIGHT." SM 2:17. "IMPULSE...EMOTION...SPEED."
(7) "The intoxication of EXCITEMENT." SM 2:21.
(8) "CHRIST" will be: "IMPERSONATED." SM 2:21.
(9) "MORE and MORE...we must be ON GUARD!" SM 2:21-2.
(10) "LAW" and "GOSPEL" will be: "SEPARATED." LOUD and LONG, saying, "I am HOLY, I am SINLESS." p.22.
(11) "Amid the confusing cries...A SPECIAL MESSAGE." 24.
(12) "UNLIMITED CONFIDENCE in men who present theories...uproot our past EXPERIENCE and to remove the OLD LANDMARKS. Those who are so EASILY led by a FALSE SPIRIT show that they ... -42-
"have been following the wrong Captain FOR SOME TIME... they are DEPARTING FROM THE FAITH." SM 2:25.

(13) This will come from LEADERS = along with "FREE-LOVE!"
(14) "But we had a STILL WORSE ELEMENT to meet in a Class who claimed that they were SANCTIFIED=SEAL=HOLY...They claimed to HEAL THE SICK...a Satanic bewitching POWER."26-7.
(15) "Have to meet them again in the CLOSING DAYS of the Work." 28. (They would bring ADULTERY into the Church.)

(16) "HOLY FLESH" of 1900 REPEATED: "just before the Close of Probation...SHOUTING=DRUMS=MUSIC=DANCING=BEDLAM." 36.
(17) "DEMONS in the form of men are present." SM 2:37.
(18) "You are under no obligation to OBEY the LAW of God; you are HOLY and SINLESS!" (And THAT says it ALL!) 49.
(19) "And those who are CHARMED with them NOW = or give them the LEAST COUNTENANCE NOW, will be all ready to be swept right in to ACT a PART with the Devil THEN...will cause FIRE to come down from Heaven." SM 2:51.

This takes us from what is happening NOW = to what will happen THEN! And we could go on and on and on! How many DIVINE PREDICTIONS can you Count right here?
Do we believe her LESS?
Or do we believe her MORE?

Dear Cunninghams:
I certainly do thank you for that "LOS ANGELES TIMES" article for Oct. 23,1980. Elder Walter Rea, pastor of Long Beach SDA Church..."SHE WAS A PLAGIARIST!"
Well, it appears we have a LOT OF WRITING to do yet.

(A) They CHANGE the Books = 1883.
(B) Then claim SHE did it!
(C) Then "PROVE" how really STUPID = she was!

But she was NOT=THAT=STUPID=
That she would let them GET=AWAY=WITH=IT!

1905= "I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out!" = "NOT=A=WORD is CHANGED or DENIED!" Series B7:57. RH A5:110. Jan. 26,1905.

1890= "I dare not withhold ONE WORD!" MS. 22,1890. EGW= MTR 117. "And I cannot, if I would, recall ONE SENTENCE!" MS. 22,1890. EGW=MTR 14. ("EGW=MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT.")

Dear Sr. Hort (Australia):
Yes - we could use some Names. Thank you.

A Letter from a Sister:
Her Family all listen to the Tapes and Loan them to others. Good.
A LETTER FROM ALVIN C. BAIN:

"...now for some great News. While SDA is running Ellen G. White down in "SPECTRUM" = She is being greatly upheld by the people of the World. I get "NATIONAL ENQUIRER" = Aug. 5, 1980 = just received, page 48 I quote: "One of the most remarkable and astonishing women that America has ever produced was ELLEN G. WHITE." Now you can buy a copy at a News and Magazine Stand for 40¢ = read the rest of it, 1/2 a page. (This Letter to Ann DeMichael.) Thank you Bro. Bain!

A BEAUTIFUL "GET WELL" CARD from Bro. and Sr. Davis to Royal Inland Hospital. Being a former Sailor = it had to be a SCHOONER and the World mounted on a Nautical Wheel. Thank you, Ship-Mate!

WHILE IN YOUNGSTOWN= I wanted to see what an "OXYGEN" COLONIC would do. At the "KING HEALTH CENTER" = so to prepare = they want you to take a:"COFFEE ENEMA" each day for 6 Days before. (Seems a:"COFFEE ENEMA" is Dr. Gerson's and Dr. Kelly's treatment for Cancer)

When I went over to the POPIELAKS for that Week-End = Goldie being a trained Nurse - and Ted being a Naturopath=Chiropractor = we talked it over and from what I had read by those OPPOSING "HIGH COLONICS" as bringing BACTERIA into the small Intestines as the Colonic Water backs up = we wondered if the Way to take the COLONIC = should be from the other End!

This is TESTIMONIES. "Drafts of clear, HOT water before eating (half a Quart, more or less), will NEVER do any harm, but will rather be productive of GOOD." CDF 419,303,106. SM 2:297.

Ted being an Army Man = he gave our Experiment this Name =

"THE G=1 FLUSH!"

WARM=HOT distilled Water - to a 10 ounce Glass = add 1/2 tsp. Instant Coffee. Follow this with 2 more Glasses = to which had been added 1 Lemon. Drink WARM as possible. Look for a "FLUSH" = 1/2 to 1 Hour later. (First thing in the A.M. = no Breakfast.) Breakfast one Hour later. Much CHEAPER and BETTER = than a $20.oo Colonic. This washes all the way down. LEAVE OUT THE COFFEE - if you make a Habit of this. It may not work the second Time. You may not need it for a while. After using this:"G=1 FLUSH!!" = the High Colonic produced NOTHING! All it did was prove that the BILE = was: "NORMAL!" and the pH = was ALKALINE. Which was: "A SURPRISE!!" = still do not know what it means. -44-
HELEN YOSHIDA LETTERS to ANN DEMICHAEL = from HONOLULU, HAWAII to YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO.
IN REPLY TO QUESTIONS:
"Where could I get the SERIES A and B. The Old R&H?"
6 "R&H" Big Books = from A=B=C. BBH. From the Conference. Also 4 "ST" Big Books. From the Church. Series A and B = and many other "OUT=OF=PRINT" Books - write for BOOK LIST from 'LEAVES OF AUTUMN', P.O.Box 440, PAYSON, ARIZONA 85541.

HELEN: "THE CHURCH IS = WHERE THE TRUTH IS."

FINDS = as do we all = so many CONFUSING VOICES in HEALTH and RELIGION = that we hardly know where to turn. WHY NOT RETURN = TO YOURSELF?

ROMANS 16:5. "GREET the CHURCH = that is in their HOUSE."
1 COR.16:19. "THE CHURCH that is in their HOUSE."
PHILEMON 2. "TO THE CHURCH in thy HOUSE."
HEBREWS 12:23. "To the general Assembly and CHURCH of the FIRSTBORN, which are WRITTEN=IN=HEAVEN."
ISAIAH 28:14. "Wherefore hear the Word of the Lord. YE=SCORNFUL MEN, that Rule this people which is in JERUSALEM.
VERSE 15. "Because ye have said...we have made LIES our refuge.'
VERSE 17. "THE HAIL shall sweep away the REFUGE OF LIES."
ISAIAH 1:4. "Ah sinful Nation, a people LADEN with INIQUITY."
VERSE 9. "Except the Lord of Hosts had left us a VERY SMALL REMNANT."
ISAIAH 3:12. "O my people, THEY=THAT=LEAD=THEE cause thee to ERR, and DESTROY the way of thy Paths."
VERSE 25. "Thy men shall fall by the Sword."
ISAIAH 4:2,3. "IN=THAT=DAY...the FRUIT of the Earth shall be EXCELLENT...for them that are ESCAPED of ISRAEL...even EVERY ONE that is Written among the LIVING in JERUSALEM."
ISAIAH 10:20-1. "And it shall come to pass in that day, that the REMNANT of Israel, and such as are ESCAPED of the House of Jacob...THE REMNANT shall RETURN..."
ISAIAH 11:11-2. "And it shall come to passin THAT DAY, that the Lord shall set his hand again THE SECOND TIME (EW 83,74-5,69,123-125.) to RECOVER the REMNANT of his people...and shall assemble the OUTCASTS of Israel."
"If NATHANAEL had TRUSTED to the RABBIS for guidance, he would NEVER have found JESUS...While they TRUST to the GUIDANCE of HUMAN AUTHORITY = NONE will come to the saying KNOWLEDGE of the TRUTH. Like NATHANAEL we need to Study God's Word FOR OURSELVES...in the Secret place of PRAYER." -45-
THERE ARE 2 OF EVERYTHING! 2 Classes of VIRGINS = WISE and FOOLISH. There are 2 CHURCHES = PHILADELPHIA and LAODICEA. One is found in TM 15 = that the Preacher always reads about = claiming it is HIM! But did you ever ask him to TURN=THE=PAGE! and read about that OTHER CHURCH = LAODICEA = the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" also called: "CHURCH!!" = TM 16.

1884 GC 188. "Said the Angel of the Lord: "THE HOLY CITY [the true Church] shall THEY=TREAD=DOWN..."

1888 GC 266. "Said the Angel of the Lord: "THE HOLY CITY [the true Church] shall THEY=TREAD=UNDER FOOT..."

THEN IN 1884 GC 189 and also in 1888 GC 268 = we have these Words: "And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part OUT=OF=THE=BOOK=OF=LIFE, and OUT of the HOLY CITY, and from the things which are written in this Book." Rev.22:18,19.

NOW TURN TO YOUR GC 266. And find the Words in PARENTHESIS (BRACKETS) = [the true Church] = those 3 Words are found MISSING in your Book = p.266.

We are here talking about WHO is the: "TRUE CHURCH!!"

We have just read on the NEXT PAGE in 1884 ORIGINAL (189) that to TAKE AWAY is a CURSE! His NAME shall be taken AWAY out of the "BOOK OF LIFE!" And the Verse 18 declares that those who "ADD" to these Words = "God shall ADD to him THE PLAGUES that are written in this Book." Rev.22:18.

NOT ONLY do those NERVY 'URIAH SMITHS'(and now 'FORD!!') TAKE AWAY the information that "HOLY CITY" in its PURE SENSE means: "[the true Church] = they take that AWAY when they come to YOUR BOOK p.266 =

But when they come to YOUR BOOK p.427 = "CLEARLY then, THE BRIDE represents the HOLY CITY, (that comes down out of Heaven from God! AFTER=THE=1,000=YEARS!) see CONTEXT!

"...and the VIRGINS that GO OUT to meet the BRIDEGROOM are a SYMBOL of THE CHURCH!" Your URIAH SMITH=WILLIE WHITE GC 426-7. 1907,1911.

Thus with one Swipe of their CROOKED PEN = they do away with ALL=OF=DANIEL = "O Lord, according to all thy RIGHT-EOUSNESS, I beseech thee, let thine ANGER and thy FURY be turned AWAY=FROM=THY=CITY=JERUSALEM, THY=HOLY=MOUNTAIN... and cause thy face to shine upon THY SANCTUARY..." -46-
"...THY SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE...behold our DESOLATIONS, and the CITY = which is called by THY NAME!" Dan. 9:16-18. (and the REST of DANIEL 9!)

Thus = not only do they HIDE the Fact that Thy "HOLY CITY" represents: [the true Church!] =
BUT ALSO = that this TRUE CHURCH and its handling of the SANCTUARY in 1980 = causes it to be: "DESOLATE!!!" BUT ALSO = that the: "ANGER and thy FURY" is to come on: "THY CITY JERUSALEM, THY HOLY MOUNTAIN!" because of: "THY SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE!" in 1980.
BUT ALSO = the Teaching of HEUBACH=LEWIS=CLUTE=WRIGHT=MAXWELL of LLU = from Coast to Coast in CAMPMEETINGS in 1979-1980 = "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!!" because his HEPPENSTALL: "LOVE!!" is "UNLIMITED!!" And NO MINISTER of CHURCH or REFORM = has DENIED THAT! (See:"SPIRITUALISM!!" GC 558)

DANIEL 9:16-18 = the SAME as EZEKIEL 9 = the SAME as T5: 211 = tell us = BECAUSE: "THY SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE!"
this Teaching will be followed by the WRATH and FURY of God, so that we will behold: "OUR DESOLATIONS, and the CITY, which is called by THY NAME!" Daniel 9:16-18.

THIS "UNLIMITED LOVE" SLOBBER = trying to HIDE the FACT =
that JERUSALEM is THE CHURCH = then ADD TO THAT = your GC 426-7 = trying to HIDE behind the "HOLY CITY" is the "NEW JERUSALEM!!" that comes down from Heaven! is "THE CHURCH" and "THE BRIDE!!" (Is she also the one to whom the "FURY!!" and the "ANGER!!" = of the Lord = is directed?)

"JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE CHURCH will be if it refuses to receive and walk in the LIGHT that God has given." NL 12. T8:67.

THERE ARE 2 "JERUSALEMS" = WHICH ONE ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?
LITERAL "JERUSALEM" in ISRAEL? "SYMBOLIC" JERUSALEM in WASHINGTON, DC? Or the REAL "JERUSALEM" = the REMNANT whose Names are Written in the Book of Life?

WE SAW= from the References already given - that the "WRATH" and "FURY" of God = is to come upon: "THY CITY JERUSALEM... (Because of:) "THY SANCTUARY that is DESOLATE!" Daniel 9:16-18. Can we Pin-Point which: "JERUSALEM" this is? Which one has cast the SANCTUARY to the Ground?

"Many of the WICKED were GREATLY ENRAGED as they suffered the effects of the PLAGUES...The people turned upon their MINISTERS with BITTER HATE..."You have not warned us. You told us that ALL=THE=WORLD was to be CONVERTED(INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES that no PROOF or HOUTEFF = could NUMBER!). -47-
"...and cried, PEACE, PEACE, to quiet every fear that was aroused. You have not told us of this Hour... But I saw that the MINISTERS did not escape the WRATH of God. Their suffering was tenfold greater than that of their people." EW 282, 289, 290. ST 1:116. SG 1:211.

"WOE BE UNTO THE PASTORS..."HOWL YE SHEPHERDS AND CRY...MINISTERS and people SEE...ONE VAST FIELD OF STRIFE...and they FALL at the FEET of those whose FIDELITY they have DESPISED and DERIDED..."And this shall be the PLAGUE wherewith the Lord shall smite ALL the people that have fought against JERUSALEM..." GC 655-657.

AGAIN WE SAY= which: "JERUSALEM" are we talking about? against whom the "FURY" and "WRATH" of God is directed? In the ORIGINAL FOOTNOTES to the "SHAKING" chapter = we find this: FOOTNOTE to the: "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS" = "GATHER yourselves together, yea, gather together, O (DENOMI-)NATION NOT DESIRED...before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!..." TL:180.

"THE HOLY CITY"= [THE TRUE CHURCH!] will they:"TREAD DOWN!" = also the SANCTUARY TRUTHS will be:"CAST DOWN!" 1884 GC 188. For which the Lord will: "SURPRISE THE HYPOCRITES!" PK 725. Because He is going to come to the DEFENSE of: "JERUSALEM...(the) DAUGHTER OF ZION!" PK 724.

SMALLER=SWEETER=PURE= she came OUT! she is SEPARATE from the OLD MOTHER! "Behold, at that Time I will...GATHER HER that was DRIVEN AWAY...O DAUGHTER of ZION...O DAUGHTER of JERUSALEM..." PK 390-1.

(NOT FOUND IN ANY INDEX!) "THE TIME OF JACOB'S TROUBLE..."O DAUGHTER OF ZION"...GOD=WILL=NOT=FAIL=HIS=CHURCH in the Hour of her greatest peril." PK 538, 372.

"And the REMNANT that is ESCAPED of the House of JUDAH...For OUT of JERUSALEM shall go forth a REMNANT, and they that ESCAPE OUT of Mount Zion: the ZEAL of the Lord of Hosts shall do this." PK 360-1.

ONE LAST WORD= in the URIAH SMITH = WILLIE WHITE GC 427. "CLEARLY then the BRIDE represents the HOLY CITY (THE "NEW JERUSALEM" that comes down after the 1,000 years!) and the VIRGINS that GO OUT to meet the BRIDEGROOM are a Symbol of THE CHURCH!" Your GC 427.

HOW DOES THIS HARMONIZE WITH:
"He the BRIDEGROOM, and the Church the BRIDE." Ev. 318.

MH 356. SM 1:305.

WHAT DID URIAH SMITH=WILLIE WHITE SAY in their GC 426-7?

"CLEARLY then, the BRIDE represents the HOLY CITY..."

"The HOLY CITY, the NEW JERUSALEM...the BRIDE, the LAMB'S WIFE...descending out of Heaven from God."

WELL! that puts it 1,000 years out of TIME and PLACE!

No Wonder the Adventist Ministers- believing their LEADERS-do not know if they are COMING or GOING!

THERE IS ONLY ONE WAY TO SETTLE THIS QUESTION!

Accept NOTHING! Except it is Written. Surely we do not have to PROVE AGAIN = the ADMISSION now from a DOZEN SOURCES = including the FORD BOOK = and the Articles in SPECTRUM = and the ADMISSION by WOODS in the R&H = that THEY=CHANGED=THE=BOOKS! So we go by the UNCHANGED ORIGINAL!

And when they try to make out that SHE AGREED! That they were better able to look over her Shoulder and UNDERSTAND the VISIONS = BETTER=THAN=SHE=WAS! What she said about that = YEARS LATER = "I have NOT been instructed to CHANGE that which I have sent out" = "NOT A WORD is CHANGED or denied." Series B7:57. RH A5:110. Jan.26,1905. T4:517-8. T9:266. Ev. 452. CWE 151,153. SM 1:50,61. RH A5:109,110, 231-2, 342-3,528. T1:234.

SHE SAID= do not go by RUMOURS of what she wrote or said:

Go by her printed BOOKS! the ones she printed and proof-read. THE ORIGINALS! And when you do that for GC 427 as shown above = LOOK=IN=THE=ORIGINAL! 1884 GC 268-9. And we DARE YOU! to find any such JUNK there! 1,000 years out of Time and Place.

THE DEVIL= would like nothing Better = than to DESTROY the TRUTH of the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE. COL 406 shows the BRIDE! "...the CHURCH the BRIDE!" Ev.318.

"As Christ sat looking upon the Party that waited for the BRIDEGROOM, He told His disciples the story of the 10 VIRGINS, by their experience illustrating the experience OF=THE=CHURCH that shall live just before His second Coming." COL 406.

"THEN shall the kingdom of Heaven be likened unto 10 VIR- GINS." Here is brought to view THE CHURCH living in the LAST DAYS." GC 393. 1884 GC 242-3.TM 206-7. T8:304.

NOW EXPLAIN THIS: Throughout the Testimonies written by ELLEN WHITE = "THE CHURCH" is the "BRIDE!"

The "10 VIRGINS" are: "THE CHURCH!" (See References above)

Here we have a real CONUNDRUM! for in COL 406= "THE CHURCH" (the 10 VIRGIN CHURCH!) hears the Voice of THE BRIDE! -49-
(1) The 10 Virgins are: "THE CHURCH!"
(2) But the 10 Virgins: "HEAR the Voice...of the BRIDE!"
(3) "THE CHURCH" hears the Voice of: "THE CHURCH!"

URIAH SMITH = unable to explain that = CHANGES your GC 427 to read that: "THE BRIDE" is: "THE HOLY CITY!"

That really: "FIXES" it = doesn't it? Real GOOD! He would rather see: "THE CHURCH" (BRIDE) placed 1,000 yrs. out of Time and Place = rather than have the TRUTH!

And what is the TRUTH?
(A) "THE CHURCH...the ONLY OBJECT on Earth in which He bestows His "SUPREME REGARD!" TM 15. IS NOT THEM!
(B) Find THEM on the next page = TM 16 = they are the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN because...(they) exalt TREASON and APOSTASY (OMEGA OF APOSTASY)..."
(C) This: "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" oppose the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH = in Rev. 3:9. But before this is over, they will be FORCED to:"BOW AND CONFESS" at the Feet of the Saints. Because they are only: "HIRELING PRIESTS!!" EW 15, 30, 124. WTF 12-14.
(D) Like KD+A = they make out that THEY are: "THE VOICE OF GOD!!" = but when they WAKE UP! in the:"SHAKING TIME!" = they are ASTONISHED to find that: "THE VOICE of the BRIDEGROOM" (VOICE OF GOD!) "...and the VOICE of the BRIDE" (Voice of the TRUE CHURCH!" COL 406 = is OUTSIDE of THEM!
(E) This is the BEAUTIFUL TRUTH of the BRIDEGROOM=BRIDE= and the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE! Which not one Minister of CHURCH or REFORM = wants to TEACH! They prefer the CONFUSED RAMBLINGS of:"URIAH SMITH!!"

URIAH SMITH: "THE HOLY CITY, the NEW JERUSALEM...descending out of Heaven from God." CLEARLY, then, the BRIDE represents THE HOLY CITY, and the VIRGINS that GO OUT to meet the Bridegroom are a symbol of THE CHURCH." URAH SMITH=WILLIE WHITE GC 426-7.

(Try to find THAT! in the ORIGINAL!)
And altho' the last part APPEARS to be TRUTH = it is NOT TRUTH! If even the WISEST of them are ASLEEP = and would SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH = unless some one AROUSED them! T2:337,439. T8:37,160,252,304. T1:263. T3:254,473. T5:15,234,454,457,709. T6:166. T3:473. T9:40. T1:466. Matt. 25:5. 7. 8. 10. 30. 41. 

THE KEY to it all = a MYSTERIOUS, BEFORE=UNHEARD=OF: "PROCESSION" bursts on the SLEEPING CHURCH-SYNAGOGUE and the."WISE" for the FIRST TIME = if WISE ENOUGH!
"JOIN" the "CHURCH!" (Look for the WORD:"JOIN!" is what the WISE have to do: "JOIN" another MOVEMENT!)
HELEN YOSHIDA SKETCH.
BLACK AREA = represents the WORLD.

INNER CIRCLE represents the SDA CHURCH.

CENTER is the PEOPLE of GOD.

LEGEND:
OUTER CIRCLE: (Color it in BLACK.)
CENTER CIRCLE: (Color it in RED.)

IN BETWEEN:
(Color it so the DARKNESS of the World = comes into the SDA Church. COL 4:14. And some LIGHT from the "ADVENT PEOPLE" or the "PEOPLE OF GOD" Tt:179. Also known as the "11th HOUR MEN" = some of their "LIGHT" penetrates into the "LAODICEAN CHURCH." But at the Last = they are in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS." This is the True Story. Tt:179.

(1) "Before the Throne I saw the ADVENT PEOPLE - THE CHURCH and THE WORLD." EW 54. (If you did not see this Sketch= how many GROUPS are there?) (Only 2!)

(2) "Before the Throne I saw the ADVENT PEOPLE, THE CHURCH, and THE WORLD." 1846 BROADSIDE. (How many GROUPS are shown there?) (3 separate Groups!)

IN MEETINGS with GRAMMAR TEACHERS and MINISTERS present = with one voice = (2) THE ORIGINAL VISION = there are 3 Groups shown. But (1) as CHANGED! There are only 2 Groups.

THE URIAH SMITH IDEA = is that there is only: "THE CHURCH" and: "THE WORLD!" NO OTHER GROUP OR PARTY IS PERMITTED TO BE CONSIDERED = in the LAODICEAN FALSE PROPHET'S VERSIONS!

They are "INNATEBBLE" and: "PREDESTINATED!" and their present Drive to do away with "MRS. WHITE!" = they, like the JEWS of Old = will NEVER do away with THAT!
WHAT TOO MANY HAVE FAILED TO UNDERSTAND — in it's FULNESS.

AS FORD ADMITS— the whole Adventist Ministry = has been
Geared = by FROOM=ANDERSON and other
False Prophets = to apply the 10 VIRGIN PARABLE to 1844.
Paying TOTAL and UNPARDONABLE DISREGARD to the Prophetic
Words of EGW:

PROBATION CLOSED!

"I am often referred to the parable of the 10 Virgins =
five of whom were WISE, and five FOOLISH. This parable
has been and WILL BE fulfilled to the very letter, for
it has a special application to this Time, and, like
the Third Angel's Message, has been fulfilled and will
CONTINUE to be present Truth till the close of Time...
This represents the condition of the Church." RH A2:
419. August 19,1890. (Kept hidden from us in the Vaults
to 1962.)

IN THAT PARABLE = there is a Closed Door. A Close of
Probation = NOT for the WORLD - but for that WORLD-LOV-
ING CHURCH! ONE GLANCE= at the Bible = at the SOP =
COL 406 = given for the LAST TIME = given to Prepare
the Saints for the:"TRYING HOUR." Given as a SIGN to
separate FOREVER = from the FOOLISH = given because:
"A COMPANION of FOOLS = shall be DESTROYED!...DESTROYED
for want of JUDGMENT!" Proverbs 13:30,23.

GIVEN IN = a "CRISIS" Hour. It is a"GREAT FINAL TEST!!
" .AT THE CLOSE of human Probation, when it
will be TOO LATE for the soul's need to be supplied."
COL 412. It is a Time of "PERIL!" COL 411. It is a Time
of: "MASTERFUL TEMPTATIONS of Satan!" COL 411. (SATAN
appearing IN PERSON from a FLYING SAUCER? GC 624.) And
because the WHOLE ADVENTIST CHURCH fell for that MAXWELL
BOOK = they are unable: "...to distinguish TRUTH from
ERROR." COL 411.

IT IS A TIME = when they are brought: "FACE TO FACE WITH
DEATH!!" COL 412. It is a Time of: "BE-
WITCHING INFLUENCES, and those who are CHARMED with
them NOW, or give them the least countenance NOW, will
be all ready to be swept right in to act a PART with the
Devil THEN...this WONDERFUL, MIRACLE-WORKING POWER is
to sweep in the WHOLE WORLD...These works of APPARENT
HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO=THE=TEST!!
SM 2:51-4. (Now see EW 80,263.) (BEFORE the SUNDAY-TEST!)
IN THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE = there is a:"CLOSED DOOR!!
SATAN, at the present Time - is causing FALSE PROPHETS
to agitate other: "SHUT DOORS!!"
THE DOOR CANNOT BE CLOSED — in the 10 Virgin Parable
until PROBATION is OVER — for the 5 Foolish Virgins.
Otherwise them coming to the Door — "TOO LATE!" COL 412
would have no Meaning. Also their taking off to seek:
'HOLY SPIRIT=CHARACTER TM 234,264. MB 134.) Would
have also = NO MEANING! NOT=HAVING=A=CHARACTER=(In spite
of what the ANDERSONS and HEPPENSTALLS tell us) is the
BASIS of the JUDGMENT! COL 123. T4:429. MB 90.(And 100
more! Do these people NEVER look up their OWN INDEX?)
POOR AS IT IS? Where did ODOM waste that $100,000.oo?
REPEATING=REPEATING=REPEATING= the SAME References =
OVER and OVER and OVER again = they could REDUCE that
INDEX = in HALF and then in HALF again! If they would
not REPEAT=REPEAT=REPEAT. Then there might be some Room
for the REFERENCES they very carefully put on the R&H
Chopping Block = and throw in the DISCARD BIN!
There must be 100 References against: "I AM SAVED!" The
BABYLON Religion = do you think you can find ONE of them
in that TRASHY "COMPREHENSIVE" INDEX. What's "COMPREHEN-
SIVE" about it? They must have spent a Week of Sundays =
looking to find that word = that does not mean what it
SOUNDS like it MEANS! Is that where they ran up that
$100,000.oo Bill? They could have done Better = in the
BEER PARLOR! What about those WOMEN? those SECRETARIES?
Will one of them blow the Whistle on them? Tell us
what is going on? it is TIME for them to do that. Per-
haps wake up = DEAD? Well, yes. There is a good possi-
ibility of that. But then, one has to DIE anyway! So why not
go out in a BLAZE OF GLORY?
How many GOOD and EXCELLENT REFERENCES did ODOM-WHITE
tell them to SCRAP! Might give some one the WRONG IMP-
RESSION or MEANING? After all — we are working with ONE
OBJECT IN MIND! 'THE CHURCH' is going through? I wonder
why she wrote all Sorts of MAJOR BOOKS = in which the
NAME: "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" does not appear? Did
you ever ask yourself = WHY NOT? Was she short of INK?
Or did the Lord have a definite REASON? And if so =
what was that REASON?

THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE= tells us = if we want to hear it =
whether or not this Church is
'GOING THRU' = or is there coming a BIG SPLIT? Between
MEMBERS of the SAME FAMILY! Let the NAGEL=HOLMES=HIEBERT=
HUDSON=ROGERS = 'SPEW OUT!!' means:"GOING THRU!" SCHOOL =
read this:
"FAMILY CONNECTIONS, CHURCH RELATIONS, are
POWERLESS to stay them now. TRUTH is more precious than
all beside!" - GC 612,390. TM 234,236. COL 122,406. -53-
COMING OUT OF THE WOODWORK! LAWRENCE GERATY = from ANDREWS UNIVERSITY = took 12 pages in "SPECTRUM" = July 1980. $3.50 from Box 4330, Takoma Park, MD 20012.

TO SHOW HOW "X-1535 CHURCH MANUAL REVISION" was Rail-roaded through! A "COMMITTEE OF TWELVE" and other COMMITTEES = drew up RECOMMENDATIONS as to how to WORD the = "FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS."

THE POINT WE ARE INTERESTED IN = ELDER WILCOX = 1931 = ILLEGAL declaration of our Faith, that has been used for nearly HALF A CENTURY! In point of Procedure = after holding up certain Papers for 4 Months = some Delegates were asked to VOTE on Papers shoved into their hands = a "GENERAL AGENDA of 31 Items less than a MINUTE after I received it." p.13.

OF MOST INTEREST TO US = they had these COMMITTEES to recommend basic Tenets for the Church. But the Committees were OVER-RULED! by what they claim to HATE! "ONE MAN!!" In this case W. DUNCAN EVA = A General Conference Vice-President - acting as over-all CHAIRMAN = could squash == MONTHS of deliberations of the "COMMITTEE OF TWELVE!" = by picking up the Phone = "This cannot be allowed!" (These are not the Words from p.6 = but this is the SENSE.)

W. DUNCAN EVA = the New Paragraph: "ON THE SANCTUARY"

E.E.ZINKE = Dallas General Conference Session. R&H Apr. 27, 1980. p.14-5. "It appears to me that our present statement means that at His ascension, Christ entered His heavenly ministry PHASE - (Now it has become a:"PHASE!") perhaps even INTO=THE=MOST=HOLY=PLACE, although that is not explicit..." (Then on pages 20 to 23 = on every Page = what they are trying to do = as ever is: "Safeguarding the UNITY of the Church.")

RICHARD HAMMILL = following the lead of DUNCAN EVA = shot down a STRONG DELEGATION who again wanted to Floor the 2-apartment SANCTUARY QUESTION. They could not put it to Sleep. -54-
R&H. May 1, 1980. p.17. RICHARD HAMMILL "EXPLAINS" why they want NO APARTMENTS MENTIONED. "For 50 years the church has not tried to make a statement, for instance, about GEOGRAPHICAL DIVISIONS in the heavenly sanctuary..." (This is what some would call: "A FACT!"= meaning it is: "A LIE and a HALF!") Then we come to his statement: (P.20) 
"This is a very complex issue. I personally believe that Christ did begin the FIRST-APARTMENT PHASE of His ministry when He ascended. But great care must be taken in this wording, because ELLEN WHITE DOES SAY VERY CLEARLY that when Christ ascended to heaven HE=DID=GO=ALSO=INTO=THE=MOST=HOLY=PLACE, as well as the HOLY PLACE."...HEBREWS...is not referring only to a FIRST-APARTMENT ministry but to the WHOLE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY. Our COMMITTEE noted those statements, and the VERY ILLUMINATORY STATEMENTS of ELLEN WHITE...I wish we could keep the WORDING that we have here." NEAL C.WILSON = took a Vote here = which expressed: [..to leave the WORDING as it was.]

SO ELLEN WHITE SAID HE MOVED INTO THE HOLIEST AT HIS ASCENSION? FORD=BALLINGER = you have WON AGAIN! ELLEN WHITE REPLY= "The ENEMIES of the PRESENT TRUTH have been TRYING to OPEN the DOOR of the HOLY PLACE, that Jesus has SHUT, and to CLOSE the DOOR of the MOST HOLY PLACE, which He OPENED in 1844..." (READ ON!) EW 43,261,72,255, 280-1.

THE UPSHOT WAS= in the:"FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS OF SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = CHURCH MANUAL REVISION.
R&H. May 1, 1980. p.23= "...was raised from the dead, and ascended to minister IN=THE=HEAVENLY=SANCTUARY in our behalf." (And in the:"WEEK OF PRAYER" readings to p.12 = R&H. Oct.9,1980 = as far as I have read = they mention only 'THE HEAVENLY SANCTUARY!' (NO APARTMENTS!)

ELLEN WHITE: "I saw the THIRD ANGEL pointing upward...as they BY FAITH enter THE MOST HOLY - they find Jesus...It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus into the MOST HOLY PLACE...These Messages were represented to me as=AN=ANCHOR to the people of God. Those who UNDERSTAND and RECEIVE them will be kept from being swept away by the many DELUSIONS of Satan." EW 254-6. SG 1:166. "The WICKED shall do WICKEDLY: and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND: but the WISE will UNDERSTAND." Dan.12:10.

HOW DID ELLEN WHITE= become aware of the truly marvelous "Nominal Adventist" Reformation "from BAD to WORSE"= would sweep the Adventist World = PT 22,32. RH Al:9,11.
IN=THE=SEALING=TIME! -55-
DID SHE LEARN THIS= "...from the OTHER CHURCHES?" From BALLINGER = perhaps? Or from CANRIGHT? Or did FROOM- DANIHELLS enlighten her? or did she PLAGIARIZE this from some BABYLON "SCHOLARS?" or their "COMMENTARIES?" That they (Seventh-day Adventists!) would DENY=THE=FAITH and write MAXWELL BOOKS of a: "NEW ORDER!" Which would con- stitute them a: "NEW ORGANIZATION!" With a BIG BLACK E.E.CLEVELAND as: "CO-ORDINATOR" of Adventist Forces = turn over close to ONE MILLION $'s for Meetings down HAITI way = call "50 SDA (BLACK) MINISTERS TOGETHER" so they can put on a BIG CIRCUS SHOW = to EXCITE all the WHORES and the SORCERS known to REEK in that Place= so E.E.C. can: "BAPTIZE!" = 100 or mayhap 200 of them! With a Lion-Cloth = and: "I decided that ALL=THEY=NEED is this here BIBLE!" (No Holy Spirit within a MILE!)

ELLEN WHITE= "The ENEMY of souls has sought to bring in the SUPPOSITION that a GREAT REFORMATION was to take place among Seventh-day Adventists, and that THIS REFORMATION would consist in GIVING UP THE DOCTRINES which stand as the PILLARS of our Faith...

...PRINCIPLES of Truth...would be DISCARDED. Our RELIGION would be CHANGED. (To accommodate this BLACK TRASH and WHITE NIGGERS = now coming in!)

"THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES...would be accounted as ERROR. A NEW ORGANIZATION would be established. BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER...Who has AUTHORITY to BEGIN = such a MOVEMENT...MUST=BE=MET!!...I had my Orders..."MEET IT!" SM 1:204-206.

"My Message to you is: NO=LONGER=CONSENT=TO=LISTEN without protest to the perversion of Truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES...BRILLIANT SPARKLING IDEAS... Those who LISTEN and ACQUISCE will become CHARMED, as EVE was CHARMED by the SERPENT...Be not deceived, MANY will DEPART from the FAITH, giving heed to SEDUC- ING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES OF DEVILS. We have now (1904) (After JONES and WAGGONER signed their Names to "LIV- ING TEMPLE" in 1903) the ALPHA of this Danger. The OMEGA will be of a most STARTLING NATURE." SM 1:196-7.

4 TIMES SHE SAID= in CVE 53,54,90-96 = (also 1846 BROAD- SIDE)= that the CRISIS and OMEGA would come = over the SANCTUARY QUESTION. "NO APART- MENTS WANTED!" So "CHRIST" as a Phantom = can Float in and out of "HOLY PLACES!!" and mayhap even OUT of the Sanctuary ENTIRELY! OUT in the:"OUTER COURT!!" Where the ILLUMINATI (ROTHSCHILD=MORGAN=ROCKEFELLER) TALMUD- ISTS would like Christ to be = BACK=ON=THE=CRUSA! -56-
"CRUCIFYING TO THEMSELVES CHRIST AFRESH!!" EW 261.
To "save their Lives!" = the FOOLS will HUDDLE in the Shade of the BIGGEST CROWD (As is the way of Wolf-Packs!)
while all this = the Adventists SQUABBLE is going on = about Sanctuary "SYMBOLISMS" and "PHASES" and call in ONLY = "ADMINISTRATORS" and "SCHOLARS" with their BABYLONISH LINGO such as: "NIPHAL"="HITHPAEL"="POS-EXILIC"="APOTHEOSOMATIC"="PRETERISTS" = "Although I graduated with a B.A. and am presently working as a LIBRARIAN ...and so have easy access to several excellent reference books on Religion, I=COULD=NOT=DISCOVER=IN, NOR=DID=I=KNOW, THE=DEFINITIONS=OF=OF=THE=WORDS=IN=THIS=(DESMOND FORD DOCUMENT) ARTICLE." p.16. R&H. Oct.23,1980.
TALKING OVER THE HEADS OF PEOPLE = to show how really SMART they are with all their: "EXEGETS"="APOCALYTIC"="ESCHATOLOGICAL"=or the PIFFLE of some:"ANTIACHUS EPIPHANES" found in some HELL-TEACHING BOOKS OF:"MACCABEES"= some RANTING and RAVING of some: KASEMANN=PANNENBERG=BOWMAN=HELM=BRIGHT=LACOCQUE=GASTON=BLACK=FEUILLET=HEATON=FROST=TAYLOR=MOORE=DODD=MURRAY= MONTGOMERY=FERCH=HASSEL=PUSEY=BRUCE=MOWINCKEL=YOUNG=GAY-FORD=RIEHM=DELITZSCH=HEWITT=SALEM=ELLIS=MOLL=CODY= or 666 other "SCHOLARS"="COMMENTATORS"= who are so LEARNED in "YOM KIPPER"= is: "PLAYING ON WORDS."
I HAVE NEVER= nor do I intend to EVER = learn so much = that: "TOO MUCH LEARNING HATH MADE THEE MAD!"
Or as ELLEN WHITE PUTS IT: "They may have the NAME of having a COLLEGIATE EDUCATION, but in reality they are only EDUCATED DUNCES!" FCE 44,171,193,328.
HOW DO I KNOW= that they are:"EDUCATED DUNCES?" Because in taking after EGW = wanting to THROW HER OUT! These "Wet-behind=the=Ears" Theologians (Self-confessed)= PROVING the INSANITY of "HISTORICAL REFERENCES" do not even know these REFERENCES are not even in = the 1884 ORIGINAL! and they call themselves: "SCHOLARS!" Deliver me from such: "SCHOLARSHIP!" Who know only ONE THING! Let everybody voice his OPINIONS = and through it all let's have: "UNITY!" Well = some of us want NO UNITY = with the likes of THEM!" Instead of being HONORED at their HOLY PRESENCE = we would want to Wash the Seat where they Sat. They might have HERPES. TM 426-447. (This shows why they will not make it in the SEALING!) From clearly, logical Principles of SELF-PRESERVATION, it would be SELF-SUICIDE to Listen to THEM! Is not that what Sr. White is saying in SM 1:196-206? 57-
FROM WHICH OF THESE 666 "COMMENTATORS" did she find out by: "PLAGIARISM" = that ADVENTIST LEADERS and CHURCH = would go into the: "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!"

SHE SAW COMMENTARIES PILED UP BY URIAH SMITH = which some one may have moved into ELLEN WHITE'S STUDY - and then accuse her of having GONE by these Books! If she did = why did she write this:

"We are not to accept the opinion of COMMENTATORS as the Voice of God; they were erring mortals like ourselves. God has given REASONING POWERS to us as well as to them. Those who have NOT been in the Habit of SEARCHING THE BIBLE for THEMSELVES, or weighing evidence, HAVE CONFIDENCE in the LEADING MEN, and accept the decisions they make; and thus MANY REJECT the very MESSAGES God sends...EVEN IF ALL=OUR=LEADING=MENT=should refuse LIGHT and TRUTH, that DOOR will still remain OPEN. The Lord will raise up MEN who will give the people the MESSAGE for this Time." TM 106-7. (From WHOM did she PLAGIARIZE THIS?)

"IDOLATRY...Many think that they must consult COMMENTARIES on the Scriptures in order to UNDERSTAND the MEANING of the Word of God...The JEWELS of TRUTH...have been BURIED beneath HUMAN TRACTIONS, Beneath the SAYINGS and COMMANDMENTS of MEN." FCE 187-8.

"THE CONTEST IS between the COMMANDMENTS of God and the COMMANDMENTS of men. In this Time the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS in the Church." (Leaving WHAT?) T5:81.

"In the LAST SOLEMN WORK few great men will be engaged. They are SELF-SUFFICIENT, INDEPENDENT of God, and He cannot use them." T5:80. (And 100 more!) T8:307. (1904.)

"...you turned to COMMON SEWERS, and tried to satisfy your soul-thirst with the POLLUTED WATERS." FCE 435.

"Thus there was brought in a mass of RUBBISH!" FCE 438. (Now read and understand the: "RUBBISH!" in EW 82-3.)

WHAT HAVE 'THEY' TO OFFER = ???
We hope to take this up in the next Paper, the Lord willing. WRITE to be kept on......

EARL H. LONG comments on "REVIEW" comments =
"ADVENT REVIEW" Oct.9,1980. p.13. "DISSIDENTS" and "SO-CALLED REFORMERS" = are proving the SIGNS that fulfill GC 464. "Imagine putting us in the same Class with "CHARISMATICS" = "Speaking in Tongues"="Fake Healings"= -58-
"Excitement"="Shouting"="Stomping"=performing"Miracles"=

"Why can't they see the TYPE vs ANTITYPE? Paul said:
"ALL" these things happened to the Jews as ENSAMPLES un-
to us. (Quoted many times by Sr. White.)

NOTE: "The Holy Spirit at Pentecost did not fall on
the THOUSANDS of JEWS, but on the 120 "REFORMERS"(Disciples
and Apostles.) And it was clear who DIDN'T recognize the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost. Jews thought it was alcoholic
WINE. Why do Laodiceans think THEY will recognize it when
it falls on the "REFORMERS?" They, like the Laodicean Jews,
will be persecuting the "REFORMERS"

TIME="At the commencement of the Time of Trouble."...
EVENT="We were filled with the Holy Ghost"...
AND="As we went forth and proclaimed the Sabbath MORE
FULLY"...
RESULT="This ENRAGED the Church, and nominal Adventists."

WTF 19. (See how they ADDED: "......ES" to EW 33.)

(God shall ADD to them the PLAGUES = shown in this Book.)

"While ADVENTISTS are removing the "SABBATH" from the
"ADVENTIST REVIEW" = and letting the BANNERS = "TRAIL IN
TM 209. CWE 70. MM 164. GC 448. 1884 GC 426.

As Adventists are now, under the Steering of FROOM=ANDERSON=
FORD=BRINSMEAD= Trying to PLEASE the BABYLONIANS with NO
Law = NO Character = NO Effort = NO=Works = NO Legalism =
NO Perfection = "I AM SAVED!" by Faith "ALONE!" At this
Time the CALL by the:"REMNANT!" back to the Most Holy
Place and the Sabbath (LAW!) = this will:"ENRAGE!!" the
Church and Self-confessed:"AWAKENING!" as they try to
DOWN = Ellen White and the SOP. What a DASTARDLY piece
of URIAH SMITH BLACKMAIL = to ADD that:"......ES!!" They,
like the Jews = will not:"CRUCIFY CHRIST AFRESH?"

Brother Long sends a Copy of 'CHRISTIANITY TODAY' Oct.24,
1980. (DESMOND FORD REBELLION.) Brother Long says:
"Prove her WRONG on the Sanctuary Truth, and they can
throw away everything she ever wrote!" = "These SCHOLARS
and MINISTERS from the BABYLON SCHOOLS = it will not be
Hard to "SHAKE" them out."

Dear Sr. Nelta Hamilton:

CONGRATULATIONS! on 2 Counts.

You were written up in the:"KINGMAN DAILY MINER" Wed. Aug.
27,1980. (Kingman, Arizona) = as a "NATURALIST" for your
"VEGETARIAN COOKING" "Better than Meat!" = "As a Detective
in the North Las Vegas City Police Force, she has talked
many of her fellow workers into drinking FRUIT JUICE and
HERB TEAS instead of COFFEE.."(I am afraid to read any
more as it is making me HUNGRY!)
(We will send this over half-page NEWS ITEM with RECIPES=to whoever writes for it FIRST!) She finally was DETECTIVE ENOUGH = to see which way the ADVENTIST LEADERSHIP had: "...the GALL to CHANGE Sr. White's Writings, and teach "GOD=DOES=NOT=DESTROY!"..."every Sermon I hear, I have heard before." "...a great weight was lifted = when they removed my Name. I felt FREE. I am no longer a Seventh-day Adventist but a Seventh-day Keeper, and a Child of the King..."GATHER, yea GATHER YOURSELVES TOGETHER...O Nation NOT DESIRED!" Ti:180. (FOOTNOTES to STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS!)

Dear Bro. Williams:

(Of "THE TRUMPET", PO Box 28, Pulaski, Tenn. 38478.) Thank you for the LOS ANGELES TIMES (you forgot to include the DATE = CUNNINGHAMS sent it to me = (THURSDAY OCT. 23, 1980.) some so-called: "ADVENTIST PREACHER" for the Long Beach SDA Church. "PLAGIARISM FOUND IN PROPHET BOOKS." = this present: "RUNNING SCARED" Adventist Leadership = "FIRE!" one FORD = and permit the WORST = to remain in OFFICE! If they really FIRED all those who are ATTACKING the Teachings of the SOP = how many would they have left? if any? What a Relief = not to be Branded with their Name! You want a Report of the SDA HOMO SDA KINSHIP KAMPMEETING? I just receiv-ed one = it is not too clear = will send it.

I do not know about the "REFRACTOMETER." The IDENTI-FICATION of the WOMAN of Rev. 17? Both the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 232 = and the COMMON GC 382 - BOTH say CLEARLY = this "BABYLON" WOMAN is: "ROME!" find that Word: in BOTH. "THE FOLLOWERS OF SALEM" = as far as I know, is a Group following CATHERINE G. CURTIS, D.C. She writes in LAYWORKER = and as far as I know she is STRAIGHT = right down the Line. SORRY = have no (Yellow Cover) 1884(1886) CHANGES in GC = left. This is one task we must look after as soon as we can. But that may be a long way off. I wanted a Printer here to do it = but he wanted: $2180.00 for 2,000 Copies. So we will have to do it ourselves. It has to be Revised anyway. And set up in larger Type. I was going to PHOTO-OFFSETT all the latest NEWS CLIP-PINGS about FORD and REA and other BUMS = but I think perhaps it will be MORE IMPORTANT = to REPLY=TO=THEM = as we are doing here. Some may be: "OFFENDED!" at the "LANGUAGE!" but THEY use it = LUTHER used it = CHRIST used it = PAUL used it = it does some people GOOD = to hear their WONDERFUL LEADERS = called the NAMES that Fits them like a Glove! This WAKENS people as nothing else could. Call them what they are. HYPOCRITES! -60-
PRESS RELEASE = To: 'THE CRITERIAN' = From: 'SDA KINSHIP' = SDA GAYS attend KAMPMEETING...modeled after traditional Adventist campmeetings. Held in early August. VERN SCHLENKER, JR, (LLU/LSC '71), of Sacramento, CA was elected President of the rapidly growing Group. Increase of 5 on the 'Board of Directors' to 16. Reflecting the GROWTH of KINSHIP in the past Year.

Dr. Larry Geraty, Berrien Springs and Pastor Josephine Benton, Rockville = were asked and accepted as KINSHIP'S CHAPLAINS. Geraty is Professor of Archeology and Old Testament at ANDREWS UNIVERSITY(SEMINARY) and Benton is the first woman minister to serve an American Adventist Congregation...by CRAIG ROBERTS, Box 181, Sacramento, Calif. 95801.

(Every kind of a Creep is now coming out of the Adventist Woodwork. The Spirit of the Lord is being WITHDRAWN from the World = as in the Days of SODOM and GOMORRAH.)
(In Toronto, Ontario Canada - the 3rd. Worst City in North America - there are said to be over 50,000. "DIALOG" with them? Or call for ELIJAH and his Sword? Or PHINEHAS and his trusty JAVALIN? - PP 455-6, 457-461.)

Dear Bro. Roemer:
Thank you for your kind Wishes to Sr. De-Michael. Yes, I am on my feet again. But not out of the Woods yet.

Dear Bro. Bays:
How long was I in the Hospital? Over 3 mos. Did the one you mention visit me? No. But 2 of my Children did, it was nice that they came. The Oldest Boy is a Superintendent in a Forest Operation. And June's Husband unloads the Logs from Big Logging Trucks. Now-a-Days they lift the Load right up in the Air = and weigh it. They are paid now by WEIGHT.

Well, you had the same problem I had = shortage of OXYGEN to the Brain - causing Black-outs. I did not go entirely OUT = I knew what was going on. The End of your Dispatch: "We need more barking Dogs = CLEAR of the KENNEL." (And I might add:"CLEAR of the POUND.") I thank you for your Card = from "BOTH" of you. ADIOS!

Olga Compton Letter:
"You say that you do not know who this is a Test for = you or for me? Well, it could be both ways...

Thank you

FROM AN ELDER: Latest News is that 60 Churches have left the SDA Church, keep their own Tithes + offerings. -61-
"Dear Elder Hoehn:

Greetings. Hope you are back from the Hospital. Let the Lord be glorified. **Praise His Name.**

**MISSIONARY REPORT:** We held group Meeting August 9-14. in Nairobi. Our first concern was to make clear to all... that: **"GOD DOES DESTROY!"** When I arrived there= Elder Na-shon Ondieri told me: "Brother Peter, David Odhiambo has taught that: "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" and they could not REFUTE it = excepting me alone. So I want you today to Teach that Lesson to PROVE to the people that God has the POWER to DESTROY!"

So I took the opportunity to teach the Lesson and asked the audience to ask God Himself because the Bible, which says that God destroys is the Word of God. David, who had taught this Group = that: **"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!"** was there when I was teaching. At question time he want-ed to be given the proof from Sr. White's writings. Then I gave them the proof per attached sheet: **"GOD DOES DESTROY!"**

After a long study the group admitted that: **"GOD DOES DESTROY!"**, leaving David Odhiambo alone believing that: **"GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!"** Now Elder Ondieri has reported to me THAT=THIS=DAVID=HAS=GONE=BACK=TO=THE=CHURCH!... (Former SDA Pastor now with Fred Wright) went there after we had departed into the house of one of our group mem-ber to persuade him to join him so that he can make him his representative in Nairobi.) His aim was to influence him with the money, telling him that he would be paying him because our group does not pay anybody. Have told Elder Ondieri to tell that brother to CHOOSE whom to fol-low. God of Israel or the false money-god of this World.

Oct. 17-19, 1980 = a Sister converted from the Cath-oolics wanted her former people to hear the Truth. She invited Elder Ondieri, Elder Peter Shikuku and Elder Reuben Kezengwa into her parent's Home. Sr. Lucy is very concerned with the souls in her home first. In the meet-ing comes a Catholic catechist wanting to know the Truth. He claims that the voice of Saint Paul came to him telling him to make an Altar in house and keep the pictures of all the Saints and of Jesus and Mary on the Altar for worshipping them every day. The voice also told him not give his wife any medicine either natural or hospital drugs. This report forced us to teach them the danger of being deceived by SPIRITUALISM. Because the voice claimed to him that:"I am Paul sent to warn you that you should set up an Altar in your house..."
"and put the pictures of all the Saints and of Jesus and Mary. To worship them daily and your wife will be healed."

As Elder Reuben took up the opportunity to teach the DANGER of this delusion, all the audience including the man WAS SURPRISED and said that: "we have never been shown or taught these things before." One man named Joseph Makale stood up and said: "We Catholics we were not allowed to read any book. And for sure I say the Catholics have deceived us very much. We have to ask these brethren to come back here again to teach us..." Another one named Cosmos the one that had seen or heard the voice of Saint Paul speaking to him said: "Now I have to believe what the Bible has said as the Word of God, and I ask you come back again to help us." So it was agreed that we return in this area on Nov. 7, 1980 to be there for 4 days studying there.

Elder, this is the work we are doing in the Lord's Providence. This place where the Catholics are costs $4.00 each for to and fro journey by Bus. We have promised them and if the Lord is willing I shall again give a Report about them.

I know Elder, you have been disturbed by sickness. (Accident in the Mine.) We thank God for still keeping you alive. We still need your spiritual help. The SDA Church has gone far astray, both in Africa and abroad. NO DIFFERENT now with the other Churches. Hold fast to the Straight Testimonies in Christ Peter Shikuku.

GOD DOES DESTROY.

"I will search Jerusalem with candles, and PUNISH the men that are settled on their lees: that say in their heart, The Lord will not do GOOD, neither will He do EVIL." Zeph. 1:12. GC 310. ST 271. 5T 208,99. "The great Day of the Lord is near, and hasteth greatly, even the voice of the DAY of the Lord...THE DAY IS A DAY OF WRATH...GATHER YOURLVES TOGETHER...O Nation NOT DESIRED...before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU...I will GATHER them that are SORROWFUL...GATHER her that was DRIVEN OUT...I will make you a NAME and a PRAISE among all people...saith the Lord." Zeph. 1:14-18. 2:1,2. 3:18-20. (This is the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans. T1:179-187.) Ed. 270. T1:361. 5T 101,266. 6T 14,22. 7T 27. 9T 48,101. GW 38.

Satan has his COUNTERFEIT for every Message of Truth. So at a time when God's CHARACTER is to be revealed = the Enemy has invented a Doctrine that: "GOD NEVER DESTROYS!" (This is the same as the Devil's first Lie: "Thou shalt NOT=SURELY=DIE!") We hear this doctrine from every quarter, both in the Church and from without, in public Broadcasts, and by FALSE PROPHETS = such as Fred Wright...
Here in KENYA we hear this Doctrine from former SDA Pastor BUKA. SDA Evangelist Mike Clute wrote the History of it. We have papers exposing this if you write.

"It has been Satan's purpose to misrepresent GOD'S CHARACTER." PP 338. If he can accomplish his purpose by making God appear to be:"AN OLD MEANIE" = the World's Hell-Torment god. If that does not work with a certain Class = for them he presents a God so:"LOVING!" that He would certainly NEVER destroy His creatures. This is the Trick he pulled off in the Days of Lot and Noah. (And now this has come into the Seventh-day Adventist Church!)

"They finally declared...that it was CONTRARY to the CHARACTER of God to PUNISH TRANSGRESSION." PP 96-420.

"LOVE is dwelt upon as the CHIEF ATTRIBUTE of GOD." GC 558. ("SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER." How many Adventists are SPIRITUALISTS = and do not know it?)

"THE WICKED ARE INCURABLE...IN MERCY to the World, God blotted out its wicked inhabitants in Noah's Time. IN MERCY he DESTROYED the corrupt dwellers in Sodom... It is in MERCY to the UNIVERSE that God will finally DESTROY the rejecters of His Grace." 1884 GC 363-4.


And if you still believe that God does not Order the DESTRUCTION of anybody as FTW/BUKA tell you, see the Lord talking: "But these mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them, bring hither, and SLAY them be- fore me." Luke 19:27. Are you still CHARMED with the "GOD DOES NOT DESTROY!" Doctrine? If so, read: Isa.66:15-17. Matt.3:10. 7:19. Luke 3:9. John 15:6 = that God has pow- er to destroy and He does destroy and He will destroy = when you still think that He DOES NOT!


(Write to Brother Peter - direct.)

Dear Bro. A.B.Belshe, PO Box 215, Oroville, Calif.92965.

In reply to your Letter-Aug.20,1980. CHECK the back Papers I now send you for what I said about the:"PROMISED LAND." (Dorothy Graham "INSPIRATION BOOKS" Center.) -64-
We are receiving LETTERS from everywhere = with Clippings from NEWSPAPERS and MAGAZINES = what the World is saying about the FORD-WILSON STRUGGLE FOR LEADERSHIP. Most of these are VERY ACCURATE = some are so Good = do not see how anyone could write it up Better.

We were going to Print some or all of these = but there are so many now = he that does not know this by this Time must be WILLINGLY BLIND! Most Adventists HAVE NO IDEA as to what is going on. "They have put out their own Spiritual Eye-sight." T3:266. (They did this way back in 1873.)

What we are interested in is the Machinations of WILSON=eva=HAMMILL= to take the "APARTMENTS" of the Sanctuary = OUT of the "X-1535 CHURCH MANUAL REVISION" and how it was RAILROADED THROUGH! The Highest men in the Highest Positions wanted the SEPARATE APARTMENTS CLEARLY SPELLED OUT! But this was SHOT DOWN by EVA=HAMMILL= and WILSON calling for a Vote = at the right Split-Second TIME! When he knew their way would PASS! NO "HOLY" or "MOST HOLY PLACE" wanted!

WEEK-OF-PRAYER= Oct.9,1980. A STUDY in how they PUSSY-FOOT along - so dreadfully CAREFUL not to MENTION the FOUNDATION of the Advent Faith = they are going to "PRAY!" as we see the BIG MAJORITY in EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE = WITHOUT so much as a HINT = of WHERE=TO=PRAY! They have GIVEN UP the Third Angel's Message! That might OFFEND some of their Holy Hell Priest "FRIENDS OF BABYLON!" or some FORD=COTTRELL=BALLINGER=BARABBAS=BRINSMEAD=JARNES=COE=NUMBERS.

(NO MHP in the "WEEK-OF-PRAYER!"=they can PRAY without it!)

"The minds of all who embrace THIS MESSAGE are directed to the MOST HOLY PLACE...I saw the Third Angel pointing upward, showing the disappointed ones the way to the HOLIEST of the Heavenly Sanctuary. As they by FAITH ENTER the Most Holy = they find Jesus...It was represented to me that the REMNANT followed Jesus into the MOST HOLY PLACE... THESE MESSAGES were represented to me ("PLAGIARIZED" from what BABYLON SOURCE?) as an ANCHOR...kept from being SWEPT AWAY by the many DELUSIONS of SATAN!" EW 254-6.

"THE FOUNDATION and CENTRAL PILLAR of the ADVENT FAITH was the Declaration, "Unto two thousand and three hundred days; THEN shall the SANCTUARY be CLEANSED!" Dan.8:14... TWO HOLY PLACES...In the MOST HOLY PLACE is his LAW...bring his BLOOD within the VAIL...And what was done in TYPE in the ministration of the earthly, is done in REALITY in the ministration of the HEAVENLY in...the HOLY PLACES...the removal, or BLOTTING OUT of the SINS..." (OUT of the BOOK=OF=RECORD!) 1884 GC 258-267. (GC 409-422.) -65-
FROM AN ELDER IN CLOSE TOUCH WITH THE SITUATION:
In the Events predicted by EGW = how the FROOMS would bring this Denomination to the Mess it is in. How the MAXWELLS and the CLUTES would revel in the "LOVE" of God = just as He is about to send 6 Angels with the 7 Last Plagues = (we do not think that SATAN is a "MESSENGER!") = "The Lord commissions His MESSENGERS, the men with SLAUGHTERING WEAPONS in their hands:"Go ye AFTER him through the City, and SMITE...SLAY UTTERLY...but come not near any man upon whom is the MARK; and BEGIN at My SANCTUARY...HERE=WE=SEE=THAT=THE=CHURCH=the Lord's Sanctuary = was the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN...they say:...He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the Cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS...all perish together." T5:211.

BY SAMUEL JOHNSON, RAMBLER, #143: "When the excellence of a new composition can no longer be contested, and MALICE is COMPELLED to give way to the UNANIMITY OF APPLAUSE, there is yet this ONE EXPEDIENT (the charge of "PLAGIARISM!") to be tried, by which the Author (EGW) may be DEGRADED."

BY ALEXANDER LINDEY, PLAGIARISM and ORIGINALITY:
"The easiest way to UNDERMINE an author is to IMPUGN his ORIGINALITY. This the PROFESSORS contrive to do by PRODIGIOUS READING, by concentrating on NONESSENTIALS, and by ACROBATIC REASONING...they do create the IMPRESSION of mountainous labor on the part of the SCHOLARS, and win them PRESTIGE in the HIERARCHY of academic Society."

(Did you ever Notice = the "SCHOLARS"=BRINSMEAD=COE=FROOM=FORD=COTTRELL=EVA=HAMMILL=WILSON=REA=deal in NONESSENTIALS but they NEVER deal with 200 SOP References (Who did she "PLAGIARIZE" this from?) that the MAJORITY, as in 1888 - would AGAIN take the WRONG SIDE! did you ever Notice = THAT? And did you Notice that SENILE FROOM and MAXWELL and WILSON = cater to the "MAJORITY?")

(AGAIN WE SAY: where did she PLAGIARIZE this from: "In the last solemn work FEW GREAT MEN will be engaged...HE=CANNOT=USE=THEM!...when the MAJORITY FORSAKE US..this will be our TEST." T5:80,136. (and 100 more!)

"DOES GOD KILL?"
"The latest DELUSION to sweep the Church is that He "DOES NOT KILL!" Here are a few Texts to show the MADNESS of that position: NUMBERS 11:33. EXODUS 13:15. GENESIS 38:7,10. 1 KINGS 19:34. ACTS 12:28. -66-"
HE KILLS AND MAKES ALIVE!

"He not only RAISES UP DEAD MEN, but He STRIKES MEN DEAD! Deut. 32:39. "And ER, JUDAH'S FIRSTBORN, was WICKED in the sight of the Lord, and the Lord SLEW HIM!"

"And ONAN... the Lord... SLEW HIM ALSO!"

"THE SAME LORD... is DESTROYING SODOMITES TODAY. NONE OF THEM GROW OLD! Gen.19:24.

Gen.6:7. "I WILL DESTROY MAN..."

(By ANGELS=FLOOD=FIRE=HAIL=PESTILENCE=PLAGUE=CYCLONE=)

WAR and EARTHQUAKE.

PS.148:7,8. 2 THESS. 2:8 & 1:9. REV. 20:6 & 21:8. That God does not destroy is pure UNIVERSALISM, the Devil's Train of EW 88,263, and amounts to making God a big pot-bellied BUDDHA = a SPIRITUALISTIC God of LOVE=NO JUSTICE.

IT ALL GOES TO SHOW that those propounding such Theories have not studied their Bibles, also the ones believing such LIES, and MADNESS. Do they not want SIN=SORROW=PAIN=CRIYING=FEAR=TEAR= to ever come to an END? There is only one way. "CLEANSE" the UNIVERSE of this INCURABLE DISEASE! Amen.

Dear Bro. Bain:

So LONGACRE was a JEW? URIAH SMITH had LEANINGS with the JEWISH TALMUD. I wish some one could find out if he was a JEW. JEWS who became CHRISTIANS proved to be the GREATEST ENEMIES of the PHARISEES. With Christ they called them: "A Generation of VIPERS!" I better put down the Reference - for Today many SDA DENY THAT HE USED SUCH:

"LANGUAGE!" - Matt.12:34. 23:33.

Ev. Joseph Ngunjiri Muriithi, SDA Church Nakuru, PO Box 952, NAKURU, Kenya. E.A. (I am putting down your full Address so that if anyone has EGW Books to send to you.)

Dear Sr. Olga Dykhorst:

I thank you for your Offering and Good Wishes. ABOUT TAPES. Those who only listen ONCE = should LOAN them out - or else RETURN so we can Re-Cycle. But if you listen more often or can play to Visitors = by all means = keep them. Or send them to friends. I will ask Sr. Ann to move you up to receive MORE TAPES.

Yes - what we have been AGITATING for 50 years has finally PENETRATED so the Hue and Cry throughout Adventism if for more ORIGINAL WRITINGS. It seems the "SCHOLARS" and Legal-Beagles LAWYERS = have not caught on yet. We should have a LIST of those you have, so we can send you OTHERS. (I am speaking of TAPES.) Thank you.

(ANY NAMES that we have MISSED - please forgive us and WRITE AGAIN = we are trying to dig out of the Flood of Mail. Our sincere THANK YOUS!)
I may unavoidably miss some Names this time Round-by including the following=but I think it must be done.] 

[Please write again = thank you.]

"UFO = NAZI SECRET WEAPON?" Matter= Friedrich. Samisdat Publishers Ltd., 206 Carlton St., TORONTO, CANADA.M5A 2L1
Order this $4.95 Book= or write to TED POPIELAK, 9557 Marysville Rd., OSTRANDER, Ohio 43061. [Free Loan.]

We have kept in touch with UFO Phenomenon right along.
We have read a Fantasy of a Base in the NORTH POLE REGIONS = a huge "HOLE" out of which "FLYING SAUCERS" emerge and return. But this is the most DOCUMENTED RELEASE we have ever seen. Here is a Thumb-Nail Sketch:

(i)Hitler knew without the Atom Bomb they could not Win the War. They had the Atom Bomb before the Allies=but refused to use it. So they planned a withdrawal and Fight another Day.p.67.

(2) General Eisenhower=Winston Churchill(p.17) and many other AUTHORITIES spoke with AWE of the "SECRET WEAPONS" that Germany never used. Except in Test Spurts.In which they:"...sent forty (Allied) Bombers to the ground within minutes." p.20.

(3) "BASE K"=Testing and Developing Area (for Years!) before they withdrew and blew up all Facilities.p.110-3.

(4) Allies knew of special Long-Range Submarines (not Military) but underwater Freighters=30 of them=never found. Used to transport 250,000 Scientists to ANTARTICA.p.76, 71. Larger than the United States. p.92. 1937-8 flew it and set up Swastika Flag every 20 Kilometers.p.87. Found Hot Oasis=hot water Lakes.p.88,90.

(5) I thought I had read a great deal about UFO's= but was not aware inhabitants spoke German. By such Witenesses as "KEARNY REPORT"="MAJOR KEYHое"=so that they were called:"KRAUT METEORS"=and were scared of them. p.4,54, 56,104,145. If such a Mass-Exodus did take place=surely such a thing could not be kept SECRET!

(6) AMERICA sent ADMIRAL BYRD with everything he wanted. 4,000 specially select elite U.S. Navy troops. Battle Fleet of 13 Ships.Aircraft-Carrier, Catapult Ship, Destroyers, 2 Tankers, etc.with 8 months Supplies. Osten-
sibly looking for "URANIUM"=with few Scientists aboard.
Flying sorties over the huge Continent=they apparently got too close to the Base with Admiral Byrd himself a-
board="The instruments went totally haywire...causing Admiral Byrd to abort the flight and return to his Base.. all instruments returned to normal." p.95-100.

(7) Byrd sent out four Planes = which disappeared. Byrd hastily left for Home, with all his Force.p.98.
(8) Admiral Byrd reported: "entire ANTARCTICA CONTINENT should be closely WATCHED!" He was Hospitalized. Still shaking his fist with a Plan that ANTARTICA should be an ATOMIC TEST RANGE. No sooner was this announced in the Press when a SWARM of UFO's appeared over WASHINGTON.
(9) Apparently they took the Hint=and the idea was DROPPED! p.102. For much more=LOAN the Book from Brother Ted=or buy it direct from the address given.

Dear Sr. Hort (Australia):
Yes=the House will come down if the FOUNDATION is taken away=as they have taken away the SANCTUARY 1844 TRUTHS. But they are playing a Game. They give them JUST ENOUGH TRUTH so they think the FOUNDATION and the HOUSE are SAFE! "Many HOUSES now supposed to stand secure WILL FALL!"
TM 126, 130. (Those who THINK we are dealing in the "NEGATIVE" will Wake up some Day to find that this is "POSITIVE" so! They should have BELIEVED this POSITIVE TRUTH!)
Dear Bro. Bain:
We are glad you enjoy the Tapes. Thank you.....

Dear Sr. Lowrie:
You are getting some "NO TIME TO DIE" to loan out. THAT is the RIGHT SPIRIT! This is "LIGHT!!!" Pass it on.
And God bless you.....

Dear Sr. Buer:
Which PANASONIC Tape Recorder is best? I bought mine when RECORDING TAPES was all the Rage. That means a COMBINATION Tape-Recorder-Radio. You can have an empty Tape ready at all times=then if you hear something you want to RECORD=you just push a Button and it is RECORDED!
I strongly advise you to TEST a Machine before you buy it or pay for it. Maybe you could loan TWO of them.
And keep the Best one.

Dear Ted and Goldie Popielak:
Enjoyed my visit to your Place and your Letters also.
Dear Sr. Ann DeMichael:
No, the "MIDNIGHT CRY STRAIGHT TESTIMONY SHAKING" will not be IGNORED=SHOVED INTO THE PAST by Grotheer and other SDA Ministers. "THE-TIMES OF THE GENTILES" is when we drop LAODICEA and turn to the WORLD in the "LOUD CRY!!" When PROBATION is still Open for them. T9:97. And Laodicea is "PASSED BY!!" She has but little Time left. -69-
FROM WHAT "BABYLON" SOURCE DID SHE "PLAGIARIZE" = what we found on page 1 of this Publication = ??? To us the "PLAGIARISM" that REA=Pastor of LONG BEACH ADVENTIST CHURCH alleges in LOS ANGELES TIMES = Oct. 23, 1980 by John Dart = Religious News Writer = in which SDA REA trumpets to the whole World= and the Domino Effect is causing THOUSANDS = (including WILSON) to fall for what they term his:"RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIP!"

To us that know Better - that knew this for 50 Years - this is but the CHATTERING of a Red-Bottomed BABOON! If Wilson is HALF the man some think he is = he would send the whole HYENA PACK to the JUNGLES! Instead of placing that Class as:"PASTORS!" or "DEANS!!" of the largest Churches and Seminaries. Who have to do as Taylor Bunch did, when commissioned to set forth "PRAYER SESSIONS" for the SDA Churches = had to go to METHOD-ISM to COPY from their "PRAYER BOOK!!" It seems there is not an ORIGINAL IDEA in a Car-Load of them! When confronted with REA or FORD or BRINSMead ARGUMENTS = they WILT = throw up their hands = and CAPITULATE! This is the FRUIT of going by TALMUDISM=WAGGONER=BALLINGER.

And the ONLY THING LEFT for them to accept from ELLEN WHITE = is the Statement SHE=NEVER=MADE! But was the FABRICATION of URIAH SMITH! "SPEWN OUT!!" means:

"GOING THRU!!"

Sr. White said: "TO HELL!" (Send for Free Copy or see R&H. August 1, 1893. (RH A3:69.) DA 489. There she said 2 things: "WHO=ARES=THE=CHILDREN=OF=GOD?" and "WE=ARE=TO=BE=JUDGED!" They want nothing they term:"NEGATIVE!!" Like the Jews of Old=they want to know that they are: "POSITIVELY SAVED!!" "WRITE=IT=IN=LETTERS=THREE=FEET=HIGH!" (Roy A. Anderson in SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE. The PHARISEE Religion.)

A GOOD SLOGAN:
"CURSED be the man that TRUSTETH in MAN = and maketh FLESH his ARM!" Jer.17:5. Far from making:"NO..PRO-
PHETIC INTERPRETATIONS" =(PROOM p.107,109,127,333,103, 105,110,118.) She made such an EARTH-SHATTERING PRO-
PHETIC INTERPRETATION = that NO ADVENTIST wants to ac-
cept = NOT=TO=THIS=DAY! She said to read ISAIAH=EZE-
KIEL=JEREMIAH=JOHN= as applying to OUR TIME! If we do that = we can add 100 MORE PROPHETIC PREDICTIONS! T5: 752. RH A5:542. T1:270. BC 4:1159. (See TM 107.) -70-
1970 = the MAXWELL BOOK ready for the "LOUD CRY" = 3-fold UNION!
1971 = a Secret Directive to call all "OFF-SHOOTS" back!
1972 = RDB + FTW gave up and joined HEPPENSTALL!(See PAXTON.)
1972 = FROOM fired the Starting Gun for MISSION = KEY '73!(Xmass)
1973 = BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICAL HORDES lent their "INFLUENCE!"
Easter-Lenten Season for this BIG BARNUM SPECIAL!
1973 = CATHOLICS joined in the Fall=together with JESUS FREAKS
UNWASHABLES = NIGHT CLUB ENTERTAINER seen on TV with
CIGARETTE said she did not know what she was doing here = as WCC = NCC Representative!